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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is the final report of the O.N.R. sponsored research program

entitled "Study of Residual Stresses and Distortion in Structural

Weldments in High Strength Steels". All five tasks of this program,

* which was initiated on December 1, 1977, have been completed as proposed.

Task 1 deals with butt welds in thick HY-130 steel plates. Experi-

mental measurements of temperatures, thermal strains, residual stresses

and distortions were performed for a variety of welded specimens during

the first three years of the program. Fracture experiments were also

performed on simply restrained welded specimens. Analytical studies

were conducted, parallel to the experiments, and were completed during

* the fourth year of the program. Specifically, heat transfer analyses

were performed using both a newly developed analytical solution based on

a moving finite heat source model, and the multipurpose nonlinear heat

transfer finite element computer program ADINAT, which was modified to

p take into account latent heat effects.

Calculations of the thermal strain, transient stress, and residual

stress distributions developed during the multipass GMA welding of thick

plates, were also performed using the thermal-elastic-plastic constitutive

5 model of the multipurpose finite element program ADINA. The program was

enhanced by incorporating the phase transformation strains developed

during the steel allotropic phase changes.

A hybrid crack element was also developed, aimed at facilitating an

inexpensive evaluation of the fracture characteristics of weldments in

the presence of a residual stress field. Using this element, linear

elastic finite element analyses of the fracture experiments were performed.

Both the crack opening displacement and the strain energy released during

the propagation of a crack in a residual stress field were calculated.

Finally, results from all of the afLrementioned analyses were

compared with data obtained from experimental measurements. Good correla-

tion was generally observed.
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uTask 2 deals with girth welds in HY-130 unstiffened cylindrical
shells. Temperatures and strains during seam and girth welding of the

cylinders were first measured. The axial and circumferential residual

stress distributions were then determined and compared with data from

other investigators and analytical predictions. Task 2 was completed

during the third year of this program.

Task 3, aimed at developing information on weldments in bronze, was

carried in its entirety during the fourth year. A literature survey was

first conducted to obtain material properties on nickel-aluminum bronze.

Experimental studies, consisting of bead-on-plate and edge welds on one

quarter inch thick plates, were then performed to determine the resulting

temperature, strain, and displacement changes. The experimental results

were finally compared with baseline data to study the effects of restraint,

block welding, preheating, postheating, and grinding on the final distor--

tion.

In Task 4, the mechanisms and the effectiveness of thermal stress

-elieving treatments for weldments are studied. A literature survey

covering both thermal and mechanical stress relieving treatments was

initially performed. Then the M.I.T. one-dimensional program was

properly modified to calculate strains and stresses during and after

uniform-temperature heat treatments (taking into account stress relaxation

due to creep). The analytical predictions were verified by experiments

performed on 304 stainless steel plates. Further analysis was performed

to evaluate the effectiveness of line heating with a flame. Finally,

experiments with HY-130 specimens were conducted during the six-month

extension of the program.

Under Task 5, manuals have been prepared for the computer programs

related to welding that have been developed or improved during the course

of the present research program. This task was also completed during the

final six-month extension.

All in all, therefore, the proposed program of research was carried

out as originally proposed but with a delay of approximately six months.
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This final report, issued at the end of the program extension, covers all

five tasks. However, since only a brief summary of the work on the first

three tasks is presented here, this report should be considered as a

companion to the three technical progress reports previously published.

I

I
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this research program, which started on December 1,

1977, is to experimentally and analytically study temperatures, thermal

strains, residual stresses and distortion in structural weldments in

high-strength steel.

This program includes (1) generation of experimental data, and (2)

development of analytical systems. HY-130 is the primary material to be

investigated; a limited number of experiments are, however, to be conducted

using low-carbon steel specimens. Experiments are to be made using the /

multipass gas metal arc (GMA) and electron beam (EB) one-pass welding

processes.

More specifically,

Materials: HY-130 steel (with some control specimens in low-carbon

steel)

p Thickness: 1 inch (with some specimens 1/2" thick)

Welding processes: Electron beam (EB) and multipass gas metal arc

(GMA) processes

Specimen geometries: The following types of specimens are considered

a. Butt welds in thick plates

(1) Unrestrained butt welds

(2) Simple restrained butt welds

(3) Restrained welds simulating practical weldments

b. Girth welds of cylindrical shells

(4) Girth welding along the groove of a cylindrical shell

(5) Girth welding between unstiffened cylindrical shells

The work to be performed has been divided into two main tasks:

Task 1: Research on butt welds in thick plates

Task 2: Research on girth welds in cylindrical shells
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pThe program was initially proposed to cover a three-year period.

Table 1.1 illustrates the tasks and phases of this study. The planned

progress for each task appears in the original proposal, dated July 1977,

where also a more detailed description of each task can be found.

Towards the end of the initial three-year period a proposal, dated

November 1980, was sent to O.N.R. requesting a one-year extension of the

research program to November 30, 1981. Under this proposal, which was

accepted, work on three additional tasks would be done as follows (Table

1.2):

Task 3: Development of information on weldments in bronze

Task 4: Research on thermal stress relieving of weldments

Task 5: Development of improved computer programs

For the most part the program has been carried out as originally

proposed. For the completion of the final two tasks, however, a further

six-month extension was considered necessary and was requested in a

proposal dated October 1981.

Work on all five tasks has been completed by May 31, 1982 and is

reported here.

Three progress reports, dated October 10, 1978, August 31, 1979,

July 15, 1980 and three technical progress reports, dated November 30,

1979, November 30, 1980 and November 30, 1981 (covering the work performed

during the first two, third and fourth years respectively) have already

been issued.

This final report, issued at the end of the program extension, covers

all five tasks. However, since details on the first three tasks have

already been given in the three technical progress reports, only a

summary will be presented here. Two recent papers reviewing the work on

Task 1 are also included in Appendices A and B. Tasks 4 and 5, which were

completed during the six-month extension of the program will be covered

in detail in this rpport. Therefore,this final report should be considered

as a companion to the aforementioned three technical progress reports.
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(. ETABLE 1.1

TASKS AND PHASES OF THE PROGRAM INITIALLY PROPOSED

Task 1: Thick Plate Task 2: Cylindrical Shell
1.1 Develop details of research plan 2.1 Develop details of research

plan

First 1.2 Experiments on unrestrained 2.2 Experiment on girth welding
Year butt welds along groove of a cylindrical

shell

1.3 Analysis of data obtained in 2.3 Analysis of data obtained in
1.2 2.2

1.4 Develop details of research plan 2.4 Develop details of research
plan

1.5 Measurement of residual stresses 2.5 Measurement of residual
in specimens made in 1.2 stresses in specimens made in

Second 2.2
Year 1.6 Experiment on simple restrained 2.6 Experiment on butt welds

butt welds between unstiffened

cylindrical shells
1.7 Analysis of data obtained in 2.7 Analysis of data obtained in

S1.5 and 1.6 in 2.5 and 2.6
P 1.8 Develop details of research plan 2.8 Develop details of research

plan

1.9 Experiment on restrained cracking 2.9
Third test specimens
Year 1.10 Measurement of strain energy 2.10 Measurement of residual

release on specimens made in stresses in specimens made
1.6 and 1.9 in 2.6

1.11 Analysis of data obtained in 2.11 Analysis of data obtained
1.9 and 1.10 in 2.10

Preparation of the Final Report

Information on residual stresses Information on residual
and strain energy release in stresses and distortion of
specimens used for weld cracking welded cylindrical shells
and stress-corrosion cracking
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'I TABLE 1. 2

TASKS TO BE COMPLETED IN THE 18-MONTH
EXTENSION

Task 3: Bronze Weldments

3.1 Literature Review

3.2 Generation of Experimental Information

Task 4: Thermal Stress Relieving

4.0 Literature Review

4.1 Initial Analysis and Verification Tests
(304 Stainless Steel)

4.2 Further Analysis and Experiments
(HY-130 Steel)

Task 5: Improved Computer Programs

5.1 Development of Improved Manuals of Independent
Welding Programs

5.2 Development of Manuals of Programs which are
Compatible with the ADINA Program

LA
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4 2. WORK ACCOMPLISHED ON THE FIRST THREE TASKS

2.1 Work Accomplished on Task 1 - Thick Plates

2.1.1 General Status

U The objective of Task 1 of this research program is to experimental-

ly and analytically study temperatures, thermal strains, residual stresses

and distortion in thick butt welded high strength steel (specirically

HY-130) plates. All eleven steps (see Table 1.1) of this task have been

completed successfully as originally planned.

Most of the experimental work has been completed during the first

three years of the research program. Details of the experimental proce-

(lures and the obtained results can be found in the first two technical

progress reports to O.N.R. However, the final two steps of Task 1 were

completed during the fourth year, and were covered in the third technical

progress rtporl.

liThe analisis of the experimental data and the development of computer

programs was also completed during the fourth year. Again, details are

provided in the third technical progress report. In what follows, the

work performed on Task 1 is briefly summarized. A comprehensive overview

IS is also provided in the paper:

Papazoglou, V.J.., Masubuchi, K., Goncalves, E., and Imakita, A.,

"Residual Stresses Due to Welding: Computer-Aided Analysis of their

Formation and Consequences", presented at the SNAME 1982 Annual

Meetinj, New York, N.Y., November 18-20, 1982,

which is included in Appendix B of this report.

2.1.2 Expjerimental Program

The lollowing number of experiments, classified according to types

of measurements taken, specimen configuration, and welding process used,

were performed during the first four years of this research project

(December 1, 1977 to November 30, 1981).
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A. Measurement of temperature and thermal strain distributions during

welding.

A.1 Unrestrained specimens

A.1.1 Gas Metal Arc Welding

(a) One 24" x 24" x 1" SAE 1020 specimen

(b) Four 24" x 24" x 1" HY-130 specimens

A.1.2 Electron Beam Welding

(a) Two 24" x 24" x 1" SAE 1020 specimens

(b) Two 24" x 24" x 1" HY-130 specimens

(c) One 24 5/16" x 26" x I" HY-130 specimen

A.2 Clamped specimens

A.2.1 Laser Beam Welding

(a) Two 11" x 14 3/4" x I" HY-130 specimens

A.3 Simply restrained specimens

A.3.1 Gas Metal Arc Welding

(a) Two 30" x 30" x 1/2" SAE 1020 specimens

L (b) Two 30" x 30" x 1" SAE 1020 specimens

(c) Two 30" x 30" x 2" SAE 1020 specimens

(d) Two 30" x 30" x 7/8" HY-130 specimens
I

(3) One 30" x 30" x 2" HY-130 specimen

A.4 Restrained cracking (window) test specimen

A.4.1 Gas Metal Arc Welding
I

(a) One 15" x 24" x 2" HY-130 specimen on a

30" x 30" x 3" SAE 1020 base plate

IThese specimens had Ht-type slits of different dimensions to simulate
various degrees of restraint. The degree of restraint was calculated
mumerica) Iv (see Section 2.7.1 of Second Technical Progress Report to
(.N.R., November 30, 1980).

L - - -
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B. Measurement of triaxial distribution of residual stresses

B.1 Electron Beam welded specimens

(a) One 24" x 24" x 1" SAE 1020 specimen (see number A.1.2a)

(b) One 24 5/6" x 26" x 1" HY-130 specimen (see number A.1.2c)

B.2 Gas Metal Arc welded specimens

(a) One 18" x 32" x 7/8" HY-130 specimen

(b) One 18" x 32" x 1" HY-130 specimen

C. Measurement of strain energy release during crack propagation

3
C.1 Simply restrained specimens

C.l.l Gas metal Arc Welding

(a) One 30" x 30" x 1/2" SAE 1020 specimen

(b) Two 30" x 30" x 1" SAE 1020 specimens

(c) Two 30" x 30" x 2" SAE 1020 specimens

(d) Two 30" x 30" x 7/8" EY-130 specimens

(e) One 30" x 30" x 2" HY-130 specimen

Details of the experimental procedures used and recorded results are

IL provided in the three technical progress reports to the Office of Naval

Research.

2.1.3 Heat Transfer Analysis

Efforts to improve the prediction capabilities, of both analytical

and numerical solutions of the heat transfer problem during welding, were

successfully completed during the first half of the fourth year of this

research project, and are summarized in this section. Details on this part

2 i hese measurements were performed using the Rosenthal-Norton sectioning
technique (see Section 2.6 of First Technical Progress Report to O.N.R.,
November 30, 1979 for a detailed description of the method).

3Same specimens as in A.3.1.
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of the research program can be found in the third technical progress report

to O.N.R. and the following thesis:

Papazoglou, V.J., "Analytical Techniques for Determining Temperatures,

Thermal Strains, and Residual Stresses During Welding", Ph.D. Thesis,

M.I.T., May 1981.

Closed-form analytical solutions of the problem of heat transfer

during welding, though not as accurate as the numerical ones, are very

useful. They provide for the establishment of the general laws that govern

q the phenomenon, thus facilitating a better understanding of it. Moreover,

they allow for a series of parametric analyses that help one understand

the relative importance of the various parameters.

Based on these considerations, efforts were undertaken during the

course of this investigation towards devising new or improving already

existing analytical solutions, with the aim of obtaining more accurate

predictions.

( P Specifically, a new three-dimensional finite heat source model for

solving the governing partial differential equation of heat transfer was

initially developed, taking into account the temperature dependence of the

material properties and the surface heat losses. A parametric investiga-

L tion of the effects of the variation of various model parameters was

then performed. Results were finally compared with other closed form

solutions and with experiments. Agreement was generally good for the

case of thin plates.

In addition to the above work, the conventional point heat source
4

closed form solution was modified so as to more accurately simulate

multipass welding. This modification permitted positioning of the

point heat source at the center of each welding pass (at any point through

the plate's thickness). Comparison of the results obtained was again

performed with experiments and the previously mentioned finite heat

source model.

4Rosenthal, D., "Mathematical Theory of Heat Distribution During Welding
and Cutting", Welding Journal, 20 (5), 1941, pp. 220s-234s.
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ID Numerical solutions of the heat transfer problem during welding

were also developed in Task 1. Specifically, using the multipurpose
5

finite element program ADINAT, a nonlinear finite element model was

devised. The temperature dependence of material properties and the

heat losses from the surface were again taken into account. TheK three-dimensional character of the heat transfer problem was simplified

by analyzing only a cross-section of the weldments, located in the mid-

length of the weld. Arc initiation and termination effects were

neglected and the welding heat source was assumed to move at a constant

high speed along a straight line in a planar weld. It should also be

noted here that the exact heat transfer mechanism inside the molten

metal pool was not modeled. Instead, the thermal conductivity of the

molten metal was assumed to be an order of magnitude higher than that

of the material in the solidus temperature.

Results of the finite element modeling are presented and compared

with experiments in the third technical progress report and in Papazoglou's

t Lthesis.

2.1.4 Thermal and Residual Stress Analysis

Using the predicted temperature distributions, one can calculate the

L transient strains, transient stresses and residual stresses due to

welding. The calculation of strains and stresses, however, poses a much

more formidable problem than the one encountered in the heat transfer

analysis, making the use of numerical techniques a necessity. These

difficulties stem from the complicated thermal-elastic-plastic state

developed in and around the weld metal during welding.

Two general techniques were followed by the M.I.T. investigators to

solve the problem. The first one is based on the rather simple one-

5
Bathe, K.J., "ADINAT-A Finite Element Program for Automatic Dynamic
Incremental Nonlinear Analysis of Temperature," AVL Report 82448-5,
Mech. Eng. Dept., M.I.T., May 1977 (revised 1981).
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dimensional analysis.6  Results using this analysis were reported in the
first two technical progress reports to O.N.R. Some details of this

approach are also given in Section 3.3.4 of this report, where the

method is extended so as to calculate strains and stresses not only

during welding but also duiing thermal stress relieving. In general,

. 6it could be noted that the one-dimensional analysis is best suited for the

case of relatively long and thin (less than 1/4" thick) mild steel plates.

The second approach is based on the finite element method, and can

handle thick high strength steel sections. A model for taking into

account the phase transformation strains during welding of quenched and

tempered steels was developed and incorporated into the finite element

program ADINA.7

Specifically, using the CCT diagram of the material (either known

experimentally or derived from the TTT diagram) and the temperature

distribution during and after welding, the history of microstructure

formation during the cooling states is predicted. The combined trans-

P formation and thermal strains are then estimated and incorporated into

the modified finite element program ADINA, replacing the conventional

thermal strains.

Comparison of the finite element predictions with experimental data

yielded a good correlation in general. Further details on this part of

the research program are covered in the third technical progress report

to O.N.R. and the following thesis:

Papazoglou, V.J., "Analytical Techniques for Determining Temperatures,

Thermal Strains, and Residual Stresses During Welding", Ph.D. thesis,

M.I.T., May 1981.

An overview is also given in both Appendices A and B of this report.

Papazoglou, V.J., "Computer Programs for the One-dimensional Analysis of

Thermal Stresses and Thermal Movement during Welding", Manual # 2 of
Report under Contract N00014-75-C-0469 to O,N.R., M.I.T., 1977.

Bathe, K.J., "ADINA-A Finite Element Program for Automatic Dynamic

Incremental Nonlinear Analysis", AVL Report 82448-1, Mech. Eng. Dept.,
M.I.T., September 1975 (revised December 1978).
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p 2.1.5 Fracture Analysis

Efforts to analyze the fracture experiments performed in Task 1.10

were completed successfully during the first half of the fourth year of

this research program. These efforts consisted of numerically calculating

the stress intensity factor and the crack opening displacement using the

finite element method and based on a newly developed hybrid crack element.

Specifically, a circular blade saw cut was used in the experiments

to simulate a propagating crack in the weld metal of the H-type slt

specimens. Crack opening displacement (C.O.D.) and surface strains

were measured and used by an iterative finite element code in order to

estimate the transverse residual stress distribution through the thickness,

and the elastic strain energy released during each notch size increment.

After the residual stress distribution (through the thickness) was

obtained, the stress intensity factor was calculated by another finite

element code. This last program automatically considers the increasing

size of the crack. A special hybrid crack element was developed, in

order to account for the crack tip singularity and the stress distribution

applied on the crack surface. In addition to the stress intensity factu~s,

the crack opening displacement was also calculated by the program and was

then compared to the experimentally measured one. Good agreement between

the two was observed for the case of small cracks. Both finite clement

programs that were developed for the fracture analysis were based on

the general finite element program FEABL.

Further details on this part of the research program can be found

in the third technical progress report and in the following thesis:

Goncalves, E., "Fracture Analysis of Welded Structures", Ph.D.

thesis, M.I.T., May 1981.

A review is also provided in Appendix B of this report.

8Orringer, 0., French, S.E., and Winreich, M., "User's Guide fuor the linitc

Element Analysis (FEABL 2, 4 and 5) and the Element Generation 1,ibrarv
(EGL)", Aeroelastic and Structure Research Lab., Department of Acro. itid
Astro., M.I.T., January 1978.
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2.2 Work Accomplished on Task 2 - Cylindrical Shells

2.2.1 General Status

The objective of Task 2 of this research program is to experimentally

and analytically study temperatures, thermal strains, residual stresses

and distortion in girth welded high strength steel (specifically HY-130)

unstiffened cylindrical shells. All steps of this task (see Table 1.1)

have been completed as originally planned.

The work on this taLsk has been completed during the first three

years of the research program. Details of this work can be found in the

first two technical progress reports to O.N.R. In what follows, a brief

summary of the work performed is outlined.

2.2.2 Experimental Program

An initial experiment was performed outside M.I.T. on butt welding

two unstiffened low carbon steel cylindrical shells. This exploratory

experiment was of great value, providing the M.I.T. investigators with

experience that was later utilized in a similar experiment conducted

at M.k.i. using HY-130 steel cylinders.

The second experiment, performed at the M.I.T. facilities, involved

FIY-130 cylindrical shells. The shells were formed from 60 in.x 63 in.x
i 's in.IY-130 flat plates by first bending them to semi-circular cylin-

dt ical shells and subsequently seam-welding the two halves together

u~inc the (MA welding process. After completion of the seam weld, the

,,) in. lng, 18 in.OD cylinder was sawed into three equal sections, and

repirt inns of the grooves were made for the joining of two of these

tin-. Finally, the two cylindrical sections were girth welded

fl ',t.r uSiTg' the GMA welding process.

I,.vrturu~hkanges and transient strains in the axial and circum-

*,n!i I retins were measured at preselected locations during both

Ito , il, d ,irth welding operations, using thermocouples and electric

- i,,t .l , t r i in ,lge, , respectively. The radial distortion at two

Iii, ,-; WI 1 1 ,,ntinu()usly measured during the girth welding of the
.' ', n it>t r
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p Finally, using electric resistance strain gages and the strain

relaxation technique, the residual stresses on the outer surfaces of

the welded cylinders were measured. The axial and tangential stresses,

as distributed in both the axial and circumferential directions, were

determined and compared with data from other investigators.
m

2.2.3 Analytical Program

The problem of welding two unstiffened cylindrical shells was

analyzed using existing computer programs developed at M.I.T. during the

past several years. A program based on the analytical solution for a

moving point heat source was used for the heat flow analysis. Then,

strains, stresses, and distortion during wefjing were analyzed using an

axisymmetric finite element program.

Good correlation was observed between the numerically and experi-

mentally obtained temperature distributions. However, this was not the

case for the s;tfain and stress analysis. It is believed that if

p adequate funding was available, better results would have been obtained

using the modified finite element programs ADINAT and ADINA.

2.3 Work Accomplished on Task 3 - Bronze Weldments

2.3.1 General Status

The objective of Task 3 of the current research project is to

experimentally generate information on temperature changes, transient

strains and distortion on bronze weldments. In particular, Nickel-

Aluminum (Ni-AI) bronze was chosen as the material to be investigated,

because of the problems encountered in controlling distortion during

the manufacturing of propeller blades using this material. It should

be pointed out that this investigation was prompted from the fact that,

to the best of our knowledge, no published information is available

on the subject.

The work on this Task was initiated and completed during the fourth

year of this research program. Details on this work can be found in the

third progress report to O.N.R. and the following thesis:
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( McCord, R.S., "An Investigation of Strain, Distortion, and Heat

Flow Distribution During Welding of Nickel-Aluminum Bronze", Ocean

Engineer's thesis, M.I.T., June 1981.

In what follows, a brief summary is given of the work performed.

2.3.2 Literature Review and Experimental Program

A literature survey was first conducted to obtain information on the

mechanical and physical properties of Ni-Al bronze and their dependence

on temperature. This was necessary for the numerical analysis of heat

flow and thermal stresses during welding.

Two series of experiments, using a total of eight specimens, were

conducted to measure temperature, thermal strain, and distortion changes

during the welding of Ni-Al bronze plates. Emphasis was placed on compar-

ing the final distortions of the plates after welding.

The first series of experiments consisted of laying a bead-on-plate

weld in two passes. Specimens 1 through 6, all measuring 24 in.x 12 in.x

-( 1/4 in., were welded in this manner, with the heat input being held

approximately constant for all specimens. Specimens #1 and #2 were welded

in the unrestrained condition so that baseline data could be gathered for

comparison purposes with other conditions. Specimen #3 was restrained

during both weld passes using C-clamps. Specimen #4 was block welded

in four blocks; in each block, measuring 6 in in length, both passes were

completed before moving on to the next one. Specimen #5 was welded in the

unrestrained condition; it was preheated and postheated using oxyacetylene

torches, and finally the weld was ground down at preselected locations.

Specimen #6 was welded in the restrained condition.

The second series of experiments consisted of laying, in two passes,

a bead on the edge of two specimens, #7 and #8, each measuring 21 3/4 in.x

5 3/4 in.x 1/4 in. Heat input as well as all other parameters were kept

constant in both cases.

Temperature, strain, and distortion changes were recorded continuously

during the welding of all specimens. Results are reported in the third

progress report to O.N.R. and in McCord's thesis.
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(3. WORK ACCOMPLISHED ON TASK 4 - THERMAL STRESS

RELIEVING

3.1 General Status

The objective of Task 4 of this research project is to study the

mechanisms and evaluate the effectiveness of thermal stress relieving

in weldments. Task 4 consists of the following subtasks (see Table 1.2):

Task 4.1: Initial Analysis and Verification Tests

Task 4.2: Further Analysis and Experiments

Both subtasks are now completed as originally proposed.

An extensive literature survey was initially performed covering

thermal, mechanical and vibratory stress relieving treatments. Special

attention was given to the applicable military and industrial codes.

An initial analysis of the effectiveness of mechanical and thermal

p stress relieving treatments was performed for the cases of long, thin

plates butt- or edge-welded. The one-dimensional computer program earlier

developed at M.I.T. was modified to calculate strains and stresses during

and after uniform-temperature heat treatments. Stress relaxation, due to

IL creep at high temperatures, was also included in the analytical model.

Experiments to verify the analytical results were then conducted

using 304 stainless steel plates. This was decided since extensive

creep data for HY-130 steel could not be located in the literature.

Further analysis was then performed in order to investigate the

effectiveness of low-temperature thermal stress relieving treatments.

Specifically, the one-dimensional computer program was further modified,

so as to calculate the temperature, strain, and stress distributions

during and after line heating with a flame.

Finally, verification experiments were conducted using edge-welded

HY-130 steel plates. Both uniform and line heating were tested.

A summary of the work performed is presented in the next sections

of this chapter. Additional data is in the following theses:
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Agapakis, J.E., "Welding of High Strength and Stainless Steels:

A Study on Weld Metal Strength and Stress Relieving", S.M. Thesis,

M.I.T., May 1982.

Carpentier, K.P., "Thermal Stress Relief of HY-130 Weldments",

S.M. thesis, M.I.T., May 1982.

3.2 Literature Survey

It is a well established fact that during the fabrication of welded

structures, residual stresses are developed having peak values that reach

the yield stress of the material being welded. This fact was confirmed

by both analysis and experiments for the case of HY-130 steels in the

course of the present research program.

Residual stresses must be a major cause of concern since they usually

are detrimental, directly or indirectly, to the integrity and the service

behavior of a welded structure. As a consequence, several methods, aimed

at reducing residual stresses, have been proposed and are currently in

ruse. These methods include both mechanical and thermal treatments.

In the next few parts of this section, a brief evaluation of the

various methods is attempted and some important results are presented.

A more complete review is given in the previously mentioned theses.I
3.2.1 Thermal Stress Relieving Treatments

Thermal stress relieving basically involves heating of the part to
9

a subcritical temperature, below Ac , holding it at that temperature to

ensure uniformity, and slow cooling to room temperature, usually in air,

to prevent the reintroduction of stresses. The stress relieving temper-

atures usually are of the order of 1100OF to 1300°F (590 0 C to 700 0 C),

where the yield strength has drastically decreased and creep occurs.

The welding residual stresses can no longer be supported. Thus the

stress distribution will be relatively uniform and at a very low level.

By AI we denote the lower critical temperature, where perlite begins to

transform into austenite (A is used for heating and A for cooling).c I1 r

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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"1 Up to Ac1 , the higher the stress-relieving temperature, the more completely
the stress is removed.

Full relief of the residual stresses can only be ensured through an

annealing treatment. This, however, would be more costly and time

* consuming and would cause more problems due to the higher temperatures.

Stress relieving is always followed by some dimensional changes.

Even warpage and distortion can result when the residual stresses are

high enough. Therefore, it may be necessary to straighten the part

and sometimes to stress relieve again to reduce the straightening stresses.

Stress relief heat treatment can be applied either to the structure

as a whole, or to specific portions of it if the size is prohibitively large.

In the former case, electric and fossil-fired furnaces are generally used,

whereas the localized heat treatment is effected by means of electric

resistance, induction, gas flame, and exothermic heating techniques.

For local stress relieving heat treatments, it is absolutely necessary

Lto ensure that the temperature distribution during the heat treatment

does not induce new thermal stresses which exceed the material yield

stress and can lead to the development of new residual stresses on cooling.

This imposes strict requirements on the level and uniformity of temperature,

on the heating and cooling rates, and on the width of the heating zone.

The latter largely determines the existing temperature gradient through

the thickness (between the heated and unheated surfaces).

For butt welded plates, it was experimentally proven that satisfactory

relief of residual stresses can be expected if uniform heat input is

applied over a band-width of twice the length of the weld, as shown in

Figure 3.1a.10 According to British codes, this bandwidth becomes equal

to 5 Rt for a circumferential girth weld on a cylinder of radius R and

thickness t (Figure 3.1b). Different specifications, however, are spelled

out in different welding codes.

0Burdekin, F.M., "leat Treatment of Welded Structures", The Welding

Institute, Abington, England, 2nd edition, 1969.
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( i tWELD
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HEATED BANDWIDTH 2L HEATED SPOT DIA 5Nfrt

a. FLAT PLATE WELD
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J RADIUS R THICKNESS t
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b. CYLINDER c. SPHERE
0(

FIGURE 3.1 Band widths for local heat treatments to achieve stress

relief in: (a) flat plate situations, (b) circumferential

butt joints in cylinders, and (c) butt joints in spheresL

Nevertheless, there are generally three main requirements that

govern the selection of the heat treating method:

(a) It should be able to produce the required temperature.

(h) The required temperature should be controlled within specified

limits (e.g., + 100 to 20'F for steels).

(c) It should be possible to achieve a uniform and even heating and

cooling rate throughout the heaviest section to be treated.
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The last requirement is especially important for the case of joints of

complex geometry and variable thickness.

3.2.2 Effects of Thermal Stress Relieving

Stress relieving heat treatments are usually effective in reducing

3 the high residual stresses present in a weldment. However, they also have

an effect on the microstructure and the properties of both the base plate

and the weld metal since they are carried out at relatively high temper-

atures. These effects vary with the material under consideration.

During the last decade, the desirability of post weld heat treatments

and their effects were extensively investigated by the Working Group on

Thermal Stress Relief of the Commission X of the International Institute
11

'-f Welding. Information from the series of documents that were produced

is summarized in this section.

Specifically for non work-hardened base metal of C-Mn and micro-

ii >,%ed steels, it was generally concluded that tensile properties are

( impaired to a significant extent, especially at higher temperatures.

Resistance to brittle fracture is affected but not drastically. Tem-

perature is a more important factor than soaking time. For low alloy and

creep resistant steels, which are used in a normalized and tempered or

3 a quenched and tempered condition, the effect of stress relieving

treatments on the properties will depend on the temperature. The effect

will be minimal if the treatment is carried out at a temperature lower

than that of initial tempering. Additional tempering will result however,

if higher temperature treatment is performed. This is usually beneficial

for the resistance to brittle fracture, but detrimental for other

properties such as creep resistance, and usually is not recommended by

the codes. On the other hand, for the case of work-hardened base material,

the heat treatments usually restore the base properties and prevent strain

aging, and are therefore beneficial.

11

I.I.W. Working Group on Stress Relief by Heat Treatment, "Final Report:
Desirability of Post Weld Heat Treatments in Welded Construction," l.1.W.
Document X-913-78, February 1979.
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The effect of stress relieving heat treatments on the properties of

the heat affected zone (HAZ) will not only depend on the type of steel

but also on the microstructural state of the HAZ. Therefore, welding

procedure and conditions, heat input, plate thickness and distance to the

fusion line are important parameters. For C-Mn steels the heat treatment

will in general soften the HAZ structures, except if carbide precipi-

tation occurs. The yield strength of the HAZ will usually be higher

than that of the base material after the same treatment. In most cases,

heat treatments are also beneficial for resistance to brittle fracture

for these steels. For low alloy steels, the main problem is to retain

satisfactory toughness in the HAZ. The effect of treatment is usually

strongly dependent on the type of steel and the exact metallurgical

changes associated with the welding and heat treating tempering.

Although not much work has been done on the effect of heat treat-

ments on the properties of weld metal, it appears that tensile properties

diminish considerably on tempering. Again, temperature seems to be more

4 important than the soaking time. As in the base metal, embrittlement

can occur and instances of stress relief cracking have been reported.

Stress-relief cracking is defined as "intergranular cracking in the

heat affected zone or weld metal that occurs during the exposure of

welded assemblies to elevated temperatures produced by post-weld heat

treatments or high-temperature service". It has also been referred

to in the literature as "post-.ild-heat cracking" or "reheat cracking"

and in general is caused when some relief of stresses by creep occurs.

This form of cracking became a problem with the austenitic stainless

steels in the 1950's and with the low-alloy constructional steels in the

1960's. It also occurs in ferritic creep-resisting steels and nickel

base alloys and is generally related to precipitation hardening. Non-

precipitation hardening materials, such as plain carbon steels and

certain nickel alloys, are not susceptible to reheat cracking.

The cracks can be positively identified by metallographic examination

due to their characteristic branching intergranular morphology, along

the coarse-grain region of the heat-affected zone. Cracking usuallv

occurs at high temperature, when creep ductility is insufficient to
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accommodate the strains required for the relief of applied or residual

stresses. When residual stresses are high, as in thicker and restrained

sections, reheat cracking is most likely to occur.

Extensive investigations of the cracking mechanism and of possible

remedies have been undertaken all over the world, and are in detail

reviewed by Meitznerl2and Dhooge, et al.1 3 In 1970 I.I.W. established,

in Commission X, a Working Group on "Reheat Cracking" to collect and

assimilate information on the subject.

2.2.3 Stress Relieving of HY-130 Steels

The very high residual stresses that develop during welding of HY-130

steels make stress relief treatments very attractive. Substantial

reduction of stresses was shown to occur in both the base and weld metal

at temperatures between 950 0 F (510 0C) and 1050 0 F (566*C). 1 4 However, a

severe degradation of notch toughness may also occur at these temperatures.

This embrittlement, which is phenomenologically similar to temper

Fembrittlement, is believed to be influenced by the soaking temperature, the

time at temperature, the cooling rates, the plastic strain, the exact

alloy composition and prior heat treatment.

Extensive investigation on the subject was performed by the U.S. Steel

3 Corporation and the U.S. Navy (N.S.R.D.C. Materials Laboratory). Results

by Rosenstein15indicated that stress relief cycles are cumulative in nature,

12Meitzner, C.F., "Stress Relief Cracking in Steel Weldments", An Inter-
pretive Report, Welding Research Council, Bulletin 211.

13Dhooge, A., et al.,"A Review of Work Related to Reheat Cracking in Nuclear
Reactor Pressure Vessel Steels", International Journal of Pressure Vessels
and Pipeing No. (6) 1978, pp. 329-409.
14
N.S.R.D.C. reports on "Stress Relief Embrittlement of AX-140 and E-11018

Weld Metals", and "Stress Relief Characteristics of a 5% Ni Weld Metal",
obtained after private communication, October 1981.
15
Rosenstein, A.H., "Phenomenological Investigations of Stress Relief

Embrittlement, Welding Journal, March 1970, pp. 122s-131s.
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qby comparing the tensile and Charpy properties resulting from consequent

heat treatments of short duration and one single treatment of long duration,

both having the same soaking times.

Furthermore, it was observed that the degradation of notch toughness

was maximum when stress relieving at 950*F (510'C) and minimum when at

1050'F (566C). However, investigations of the effects of stress relieving

on the weld metal have shown that the higher temperatures may substantially

reduce the yield and tensile strength of the weld metal, and thus may

cause undermatching. Therefore, the most practical temperature range for

effective stress relieving of HY-130 weldments is between 1000'F (538°C)

and 1025 0F (552C).

Additionally, it was established that the degradation of toughness

at 950'F (510'C) occurs during both soaking and cooling. The isothermal

degradation was shown to be directly dependent upon time at temperature.

The degradation during cooling, on the other hand, is inversely related

to the cooling rate and does not depend on the soaking time. Therefore,

Icooling embrittlement constitutes the major portion of degradation after

short times at temperature and only a minor one after long soaking

periods.

It was also shown that stress relief at the tempering temperature of

1050'F (566°C) results in softening at temperature (accompanied by

increased toughness) and embrittlement on cooling. Therefore, the

resulting properties will depend both on the cooling rate and the soaking

time. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the toughness degradation

due to stress-relief can in general be recovered by retempering to a

lower strength level.

3.2.4 Alternative Methods of Stress Relieving

Mhen the metallurgical effects of thermal treatments are undesirable,

it is possible to achieve stress relief by mechanical means.

One such method is the well-known overstressing above yield. In

general, loading the welded structure to a level higher than its intended

service loading will reduce the effect of the existing residual stresses

on its service performance. Additionally, a first overloading succeeds
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(in producing compressive residual stresses around any undetected defects,

resulting in what are believed to be beneficial effects on the fatigue

characteristics of the weldment. The mechanical treatment, however,

does not produce any improvement in the fracture toughness of the HAZ as

opposed to the thermal treatments.

An alternative to overstressing is the vibratory stress relief (VSR)

treatment. Experimental work on this method started in the 1930's and

initially gave rise to very optimistic predictions. During the last

decade both experimental and analytical work was intensified in an effort

to investigate the mechanisms and effectiveness of the VSR. Although this

technique is currently used in the industry with some success, there

still remains much to be learned about its mechanism, or even if it

actually does relieve stresses as claimed. Nevertheless, the energy

savings accrued, in comparison to thermal stress relief treatments, is a

sufficient enough reason to exploit its use.

The impcact from explosive contact charges was also shown to be

capable r redistribute (rather than to relieve) welding residual stresses.

Important parameters in such a treatment are the intensity and distribution

of the explosive load.

LFor the purposes of this study, however, no further consideration was

given to mechanical or explosive stress relieving techniques. Instead,

the method of thermal stress relief treatment was examined both analytical-

ly and experimentally.

The metallurgical aspects of thermal stress relieving were also

considercd t,, be outside the scope of this investigation. In what follows

onlv the effectiveness of thermal stress relieving treatments in terms

of the attained reduction of residual stresses, is examined.

3. 1 Ana [vsis of Residual Stress Relaxation Due to Heat Treatments

Residual stress changes can arise during all three stages of a heat

treatment Specii ical lv, referring to Figure 3.2 during the heating

part of the process. residual stresses decrease due to the temperature

dependence ot the, mecuimnic.l properties, mainly through a reduction ,i the
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• yield strength with temperature. During the holding (or soaking) period,

the temperature is kept constant and residual stresses are reduced due

to creep. Experimental evidence suggests that tLe major portion of this
16

stress reduction occurs in the first part of this stage. Finally,

during the cool-down period, residual stresses increase due to the tem-

perature dependence of the mechanical properties, but hopefully (when

the treatment is successful) not to their initial levels.

t

TEMPERATURE

I ~TSOAK, '

L

tHEAT tSOAK tCOOL

(ASSUME) \TAKE CREEP INTO) (/ASSUME)
NO )~CC OUNT NO )

CREEP CREEP

FI(;LRE 3.2 Stress relieving temperature history

t6N...R.).C. rep()rts, op.cit.
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. a 3.3.1 General Considerations

To judge the effectiveness of a stress relief treatment, with regards

to the accomplished reduction of residual stresses, it should be necessary

to measure the maximum residual stresses before and after the treatment.

The difference would be a realistic measure of performance. However,

an acceptable alternative to the time-consuming, costly and usually

destructive residual stress measurements, would be a proper analytical

model. Furthermore, such a model would be very helpful in determining an

optimal lower temperature heat treatment, where a properly selected

heating pattern would most effectively reduce stresses, while keeping

the metallurgical changes minimal.

In that direction, various approaches have been followed in the

Literature by several investigators. Very simple uniform residual stress

distributions are usually assumed for the weld metal, so that the uni-

dimensional r tress-strain curves can be directly employed. Such analytical
17

results al-o cbLained and experimentally verified by Tanaka. For more

C, )Ie p : 1 ead two- or three-dimensional stress states numerical models

have beer :)roposed to handle the thermal-elastic-plastic and creep analysis

required. Ueda and Fukuda 8present a finite element model capable of

calculi~ting welding residual stresses and stress relief due to creep.

-- F uiitn, et 0., 19develop a thermo-visco-elastic-plastic model to study

th lcanism ot struss relief annealing. Finally, Cameron and Pemberton
2 0

1 7 .. . . . . .
Tanaka, J., "Decrease in Residual Stresses, Change in Mechanical Properties

41nd CracKing Due to Stress Relieving Heat Treatment of HY-80 Steel",
,.iding in the World, 10 (1/2), 1972.

18

teda , H., and Fukuda, K., "Analysis of Welding Stress Relieving by
Annealing Based on Finite Element Method", Trans. of Japan Weld. Res.

nt., 4 (1), 1)75.

i 11 ta, Y. , Nomoto, T., Aoyagi , A., 'A Study on St ress Relaxation due to

ieat Treatment", Dept. of Naval ArchbiteCture, Univer.sit v of Tokyo, May

J73, I 1W IDo,. X-697-71.

C;imeron , nd lemberton, S. , 1 1h r t CL i L I t I (" 0 Th, rma I
Stre ss Ret ic in lTi n he 11 s o I Rev I u t in'i'n", IntI . .1. Ior N tim. >. 1.
in L g., 1I, 1977, pe. 11 -t',37.
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a present a numerical model of the thermal stress relief in thin shells of

revolution.

For the purposes of the current study, it was decided that the

analysis of the thermal stress relieving operation be accomplished using

u the simple one-dimensional computer program, successfully employed in the

past at M.I.T. for the prediction of residual stresses in long, thin, butt

or edge welded plates.21 Some modifications had to be made in this program

in order to handle the case of thermal stress relieving. These modifi-

q cations will be dealt with below at the appropriate places.

3.3.2 Description of the One-Dimensional Model - Assumptions

The fundamental assumptions incorporated in this model are:

' (a) The plate is infinite and very thin (referring to Figure 3.3

I.-  and H - 0).

(b) The weiding arc is modeled as a line heat source, and there

no Lc,;iperature gradient through the thickness of the plate.

(T ,o-dimensional temperature distribution).

kc) i'urthermore, the temperature distribution is stationary if

viewed from a system moving with the heat source. (Quasi-

stationary state).

SLress is ion-zero only in the direction parallel to the weld

centerline. (One-dimensional stress distribution).

(e) These stresse, are a function of the transverse distance from

the weld centerline only.

Additional assumptions for the analysis of thermal stress relief

trk'Itment were i-I de as follows:

( ) Any arbitrary temperature distribution and history would be

input to the modified program. lowevcr, in this project only uniform and

line heat in,, were ria.i ,zed . In the former case, a uniform temperature

dist ributitin Aio vu51,_ e the entire plate, changing with time as in

Iapaz l ':on1, V. ., " ,niut r }'royrims o-~r the One-)imeno;ion:ii Analvsis of
Ilhorm l It w i.. i ,t. ri oi ring. Wldinp,!, M. 1 .1. , Iln rv 1977.
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E In the case of line heating, however, the temperature 
distribution

during the treatment was calculated in a way analogous to the temperature

distribution during welding.

Two further assumptions were introduced fcr the case of uniform

* heating:

(g) Due to the relatively fast heating and cooling rates it was

assumed that no creep occurs during the heating and cooling

stages of the treatment.

(h) During the holding or soaking period at the stress relieving

temperature, residual stresses can only decrease due to creep.

In other words, if creep is not included in the model, no

change in stresses will take place during this period.

3.3.3 Temperature Distribution

Durii, we1l'1inj, the non-uniform and changing with time temperature

distribuLtItl is estimated in the one-dimensional program by the well-known

P RosenthaL solution. The exact solution for a line heat source moving

along a t'in and infinite plate (as in Figure 3.3) is:

Q/ 2K vr

IL .- = 2 , e K (3.1)
0 0 2

where 0 is the temperature at point (x, y) at time t, 0 is the initial0

temperature, H the plate thickness, k the thermal conductivity, K the

thermal diffusivity (K = k/Vc p), p is the density, cp the specific heat,

Q the total heat input, v the welding speed and Ko(x) is the modified

Bessel function of second kind and zero order.

The moving coordinates F and r are:

x- vt (3.2)

and

r 2 1/2r =(< +y ) (3.3)
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FIGURE 3.3 Weldment configuration (Butt welding of plates)

IL
The total heat input, Q, is

Q = V.I.n (3.4)a

where V, I are the arc voltage and current respectively and n the arc

efficiency.

Finally, it should be noted that Equation (3.1) was also modified

to account for heat losses due to ratiation and convection from the

surfaces of the plate, becoming:

V K _ r __2_J 7)

7o 2,,h o e Ko (2 +

where h= average surface heat loss coefficient.
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I W During heat treatment in a furnace the temperature distribution can

be assumed to be uniform along the entire plate. For the case of a

localized treatment, however, by flame heating for example the temperature

distribution can be calculated modifying the solution for a point heat

source moving on an semi-infinite body:

v R
-- -- 2K

S=-*- •e 2K e (3.5)
o 2Trk R

where
1/2

R = (2 + y2 + z) (3.6)

and all the other variables same as in Equation (3.1).

This solution of the governing differential equations satisfies the

following boundary conditions:

I,i m 2- 2 k = q(3.7)
R-~ 0

and also

ir 0 = 0 (3.8)
R 0

Condition (3.7) is the heat equilibrium equation on an infinitely

small hemisphere drawn around the point heat source. Condition (3.8)

merely states that the temperature must not change at great distaaces

from the source.

In order to more accurately describe the temperature distribution,

however, for the case of a finite width and finite thickness plate heated

with a traveling heat source, as in Figure 3.4 two more boundary conditions

have to be satisfied:

, 0 at z = 0 and z=H (3.9)
3z
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TRAVELLING HEAT SOURCE EXISTING EDGE WELD

I!

F
GI

SECTION A-A

, .~ A .
FGH

II
* I

IFIGURE 3.4 Geometry of plate undergoing strip heating

* = 0 at y = G and y = -F (3.10)

To satisfy these boundary conditions an infinite number of heat source

images with respect to the plate bouncaries must be used, as in Figure

3.5. Then the solution becomes:

+ X ev e RT eARB XRL

Jo + + n e vRT
0 2[,k + n= RTR + n<l R mL

n n m

_'v R vkR _ TL - TvR _R,,v BL _R BR
e e n ee nm e nm e nm(.11

nm nm nm nm J



4 where

n

RB + y 2+ (2nH+z)2

R L 1 2+ (0L )2 +z2
m m Y

R 42+(R+y)2 +z2 (3.12)

L R Lo = 0 I+ 2G with 0 = 2G

R L R
0 = 0 I+ 2F with 0 = 2F

FY V2 L 2 2
RT+ (Om - ) + (2nE + z)

RTR ~.2 + (0 R + y 2 + (2nH = z

R B 2+ (0L y)2 + (2nH+ Z)2

R RBR I2 + (OR + Y) 2 + (2nH - z)2
nm ~m z

A finite number of images was used in the computer implementation of

Equation (3.11).

3.3.4 Stress Analysis

To calculate the transient and residual stresses during and after

welding and subsequent heat treatments, the method of successive elastic

solutions is employed. The procedure, outlined by Mendelsc)n, was first

~Mendelsoii, A, "Plasticity: Theory and Applications", Macmi-Ilan Pub 1. Co.,
New York, 1968.
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FIGURE 3.5 Arrangement of heat source images for a
finite width and thickness plateI

23 24
used in the solution of welding problems by Tall , and later by Masubuchi

To analyze the stress state at the center cross section of the plate

(Figure 3.3) due to an arbitrary, and changing with time, temperature

distribution, O(y,t), it is assumed that at time t, the section is a part

of an infinitely long plate subject to the same temperature distribution

23
Tall, L., "Residual Stresses in Welded Plates, A Theoretical Study",

Welding Journal, 43 (1), 1964, pp. lOs-23s.
24 Masubuchi, K., Simmons, F.B., and Monroe, R.E., "Analysis of Thermal
Stresses and Metal Movement During Welding", RSIC-820, Redstone Scientific
Information Center, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, July, 1968.

I
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over its entire length, as in Figure 3.6. This temperature profile will

L remain the same during the current time increment, At.

YY
U y =c

.to - = (same to + =

Ej along x)

0

to Cq/

FIGURE 3.6 Thin infinite strip with temperature
distribution across the width

The only non-zero stress and strain are assumed to be o = o (y) andx x
.= (y).

Compatibility equations for one dimension reduce to

d 2
x 0 (3.13)

dy
2

or

c- =I + c 2(3.14)

where c1 and c2 are constants to be determined. The above equation

essentially states that plane sections will always remain plane.

Considering an incremental approach, at the end of a time interval

t the following will hold along the cross section

0in 
in_2S= + • A + ,i + A , (3.15)

x E x x
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or

in ACin (3.16)0 = E(c x - c 'Ae-- -A )
x x x

where
el

a /E = Elastic part of strain, 
e

x x

ca'6 = Thermal strain, c th
x

A9 ; 0 - 0
0

in
C i = Accumulated (during the previous time increments)

inelastic strain = + Ec
x x

Epl = Plastic strain
x

c
c = Creep strain
x
inin = Change in inelastic strain during the time increment At
x

From global equilibrium (no external forces and moments acting on

the plate)

+c
+c dy 0 (3.17a)

cX

Sxy dy 0 (3.17b)

Substituting Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) into (3.17), a set of linear

equations is obtained for the detemination of the unknown coefficients c

and c2. Solving this system and substituting back into Eq. (3.14), the

following expression is obtained for the total strain:

(y) = (A1 - YA2) E( .A0 +i + AF5 dyx x

X in in

(A2 - YA3) c E(,-' + Cx + A in )y dy (3.18)
-Cx
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where

A 1 = [+c EY2dY] /B

-C

U A2 =[J E~d]/B(3.19)

+c[-Ed 
/

c

An A3 =[Ifc Edy]I lB

B = [J Edy] "u:: Ey2dyJ f Eydy]

Equations (3.16) and (3.19) are not enough to solve the problem.

What is still needed is a stress-strain law and a relation between

stress and creep strain increments.

p To proceed further, the assumption is made that creep will only

take place during the soaking stage of the temperature history. Thus,

during this period the accumulated plastic strain, c , will remain

constant. The heating and cooling stages where no creep occurs are

treated in exactly the same way as the welding problem.

(A) Specifically during welding when creep is not taken into account:

in (y) = EpI(y) (3.20)
x - x

At each time step, the total strain is first calculated along

the cross section from Eq. (3.18) assuming that no plastic strain exists.

pl(y) = 0 (3.21)

m
The mechanical strain, c , then is:

m th(y) = (y) th (y) = c (y) -y -AO(v) (3.22)

x x x x

Now assuming a bilinear stress-strain law, a first approximation of the

plastic strain along the cross section can be obtained, as in Figure

3.7. This value can be used again in Eq. (3.18) to obtain a second
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FIGURE 3.7 Bilinear stress strain law
used in 1-D model
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approximation of the total strain and the process can be repeated

until convergence is reached.

Further details of this iterative procedure, which can also

be applied during the heating and cooling stages of a heat treatment,

can be found in the previously mentioned references on the successive

elastic solutions method. However, it should be noted that during

the calculation of the total strains at each time step, the accumulated

plastic strains from previous time steps should be included to account

for possible elastic unloading or reverse yielding.

(B) During the holding period, when creep is taken into accounc, this

procedure has to be slightly modified.

At the start of the first time increment the inelastic strain is:

in(y) = Epl(y) (3.23)
X X

where

E Kp is the total accumulated plastic strain up to that instantX

(due to welding and heating)

As mentioned before, pl will remain constant during the whole

x
soaking period.

To get a first approximation of the total strain, £ , after At,x

from Eq. (3.18) it is now assumed that

in ci =c 0 (3.24)
X X

This first approximation of the total strain, c , is then substitutedx
in Eq. (3.16) to obtain a first approximation of stress o . Using

x

this stress approximation and the appropriate creep law (Section 3.3.5),

i second approximation for the creep strain inc-.ement, AEc = AEi n

x x
is obtained. this vailue is now again substituted in Eq. (3.18) for
a new approximation (if the total strain and the process is repeated

X

tint i conveorgetior is rea ched.

4J
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E pj At the start of the second and any subsequent time increments,

the total strains will be equal to the initial plastic strain plus

the accumulated creep strain during the previous time increments:

n-i
E in(Y) = p1(y) + I ASC(y) (3.25)

x x x

Assuming again that Ac is zero during this time step, the process
x

outlined above can be repeated.

q 3.3.5 Creep Laws

Creep, the time dependent deformation and fracture of materials,

is probably the most general type of material behavior. The current

state of the art in inelastic high-temperature analysis requires that

plasticity and creep constitutive equations be formulated largely on

independent bases. However, elevated-temperature deformation is,

essentially, the result of time-dependent processes where uoth plastic

, .2,? i1hviors are present simultaneously. Prior creep deform-

Pation- influence subsequent plastic behavior and vice versa. However,

only limited information is available on these mutual interactions as
25

outlined by Corum, et al. For the purposed of this study the two

behaviors were modeled separately, as already noted in the previous

I. section.

Very limited information is available in the literature on the

creep behavior of high-strength, quenched and tempered steels, as HY-80

and HY-130. Only some data on the minimum creep rupture time are
26

reported (as by Domis ).

CorUm, J.M., et al., "Interim Guidelines for Detailed Inelastic
Ana Ivsis of Iligh-Temperature Reactor System Components", Oak Ridce
National Laboratory Report ORNL-5014, Dec. 1974.

26
Domis, W.F., "Creep and Creep Rupture Properties of HY-80 and flY-130

(T) SLtels", U .S. Steel Applied Research Laboratory, Report No.
29.012-000 (1), Julv 15, 1963.
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For stainless steels, on the other hand, numerous studies have
r Ubeen performed to investigate their elevated-temperature inelastic

27
behavior. As reported by Clinard, et al. , uniaxial creep behavior

(Figure 3.8) of stainless steels during the primary and secondary

stage can be very well modeled by an equation of the form:

E" cx(jx'tT) = f(axT) [-er(axPT)t + g(aT) . t (3.26)
C

where c is the uniaxial creep strain, a the applied stress, T thex X

test temperature and t the time.

The functions f(a ,T), r(o ,T) and g(a ,T) can be deduced from
x x x 27

creep test data by curve fitting. Clinard, et al. , report for 304

stainless steels, the following representation at T = 1100*F (594*C).

-5 1.843
C(:- ) = 5.436x0 

a
A uX

-5
r(j ) = 5.929x10 exp(0.2029a x ) (3.27)

gc 6.73xi0-9 [ sinh 0149

where

L j is expressed in Ksi, t in hours and the creep strain

and c in inches/inch.
x

Creep response to constant uniaxial compression is usually assumed

identical to that in tension (actualIv a reflection of it with respect

to the time axis).

For the complete description of the time dependent behavior of

the mate r i.l , a "hardening rule" is needed in order to predict the

creep response when the stress levels are changing. The two most

Common y used roIes, time hardening and strain hardening, are schemat-

icallv .:hown in Fi,ure 1.9. It should be pointed out, however, that

) 7C
C1inard, I.,\., et al., 'Veri ication by Comparison of Independent

Coiputer Progrm Solut ions", Pressure Vessels and Piping Computer
Program E'valuat ion and )ua I I ii(at ion, Elnergy "lechnologv Conference,
Houston, Texas, September 1977, A.S.M.E., pp. 27-49.
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these rules are strictly correct only in step changes of stress that

are of long duration.

W (0- 2,

cc

1 t-to 0" =o-e

z
T STRAIN HARDENING

(I~( -o -TIME HARDENING

0-

It ti0~0

TIME

IL FIGURE 3.9 Strain-hardening and time-hardening models
of creep response under a stepwise varying load

Experimental evidence tends to support a strain hardening

formulation for the case of 304 and 316 stainless steels. In our

problem, however, where small changes of stress take place at each

infinitesimal time step, it was decided, for computational efficiency,

to ;idopt t imc-hardn ioL . Specifically the creep strain increment

Aec (y) accumulated between time t and t+ '.t (at each point along thex

cross s2ctioii) is:

. .... 6i - a - aI
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x )=Ejax(y), (t+At), T(y ] Cx x(y),t'T(Y)] (3.28)

where

T(y) = the temperature distribution, and

*x(y) = the current approximation of the stress distribution

In Eq. (3.28) the creep strain rate Acc(y)/At is a function
x

of stress, time and temperature. Time hardening was assumed in

order to avoid the added computations of solving Eq. (3.26) for time,

as a strain hardening formulation would require.

3.3.6 Computer Implementation and Results

It should be noted at this point that in the calculation of the

temperature distribution during welding and non-uniform heat treating,

a special iterative scheme is employed in order to account for the

temperature dependence of the material properties.

in the stress calculation, all variables and formulas are non-

dimensionalized and all the integrations are performed numerically.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that the previously derived equations

are considerably simplified in special cases. So, during butt or

bead-on-plate welding, the temperature, and thus the strain and stress,

I distribution is symmetrical with respect to the weld line. Further-

more, during uniform heat treating the temperature is assumed to be

constant over the whole plate during each time step. Further details

of the above analysis, a complete listing of the modified one-

dimensional program, and results of various sample cases are given in

Agapakis' thesis.

The predictions of the one-dimensional program for the case of

edge welding and subsequent stress relieving of 304 stainless steel

plates are presented next in this section. Welding conditions were

assumed exactly the same as in the experiments described in Section

3.4.1 of this report. Temperatures, strains and stresses were cal-

culated across a center strip of the specimen throughout weldinl and

stress relieving operations.
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A range of values was found in the literature for the arc efficiency

and the surface heat loss coefficient. Since, no experimental measure-

ments of these parameters were made in this study, the actually selected

values, within that range, were such as to minimize the deviation of the

predicted temperature history from the experimentally measured one.

The predicted temperatures, mechanical strains and stresses during

welding are plotted in Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12. For ease of com-

parison with experimental data, the same locations (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0

q and 3.0 inches from the weld line) are selected.

During uniform stress relieving at 1000'F, the assumed temperature

history is shown in Figure 3.13 and the predicted variations in

mechanical strain and stress are plotted, versus time, in Figures

3.14 and 3.15. Comparisons of the predicted residual stress distribu-

tion after welding and after stress relieving are given in Figure 3.16.

Analytical results for HY-130 steel are given in Section 3.4.2,

together with experimental measurements.

3.4 Experimental Study

To verify the analytical predictions, experiments were initially

performed using 304 stainless steel plates. As already mentioned,

this was decided since extensive creep data for HY-130 steel could

not be located. Only uniform-temperature heat treatments were tested

in this first phase.

Subsequently, further experiments were conducted using HY-130

steel plates. Both uniform and line heating treatments were tested.

A summary of the experimental procedures and results will be

presented in the next few parts of this section.
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predicted by the one-dimensional program
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FIGURE 3.12 Stresses during edge weldingas predicted
by the one-dimensional program
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stress relieving at 1100OF
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After welding

After cooling
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FIGURE 3.16 Comparison of residual stresses before,

during and after stress relieving at
1100'F, as predicted by the one-dimensional
program
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3.4.1 Initial Verification Tests on 304 Stainless Steel Plates

28
The geometry and the dimensions of the four main specimens are

shown in Figure 3.17. All plates were edge welded and all but one

were subsequently stress relieved in a furnace at different holding

temperatures. The plates were finally sectioned and residual stresses

were measured by stress relaxation.

The temperature and strain changes during welding and subsequent

heat treatment were measured by thermocouples and electrical-

resistance strain gages attached on the plates. The thermocouple and

strain gage locations are also depicted in Figure 3.17. The total

number of strain gages and their configuration is given in Table 3.1

for all specimens.

S/G and T/C 0.5"

Oi0 Thickness:
2.i.5 3/8" for 304 st. st.I •

3.0" 1/2" for HY-130

l-'lL.. S/G and T/C
I I 5I

| 1

1 Cross section remfoved for

S11.0, the measurement of
residual stresses

22.0"

o Strain qage locations

* Thermocouple locations

FIGURE 3.17 Specimen geometry and instrumentation

28Five more specimens were used during this phase, in order (i) to

determine the appropriate welding conditions, (b) to evaluate the

performance of the data acquisition system, and (c) to test the heatin
uniformity of the stress-relieving furnace.
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Table 3.1: Arrangement of Strain Gages and Thermocouples

for the Verification Tests

Specimen Strain Gages Thermocouples
Specimen No. Dimensions Number Configuration Number Configuration

1 22"x6"x3/8" 5 A 5 C

2 22"x6"x3/8" 51 A 5 C

3 22"x6"x3/8" 10 B 5 C

4 22"x6"x3/8" 102 B 5 C

Key: (A): Single gages in the longitudinal direction on the one side

of the plate only

(B): Single gages in the longitudinal direction on both sides

(of the plate (to determine possible bending)

(C): Thermocouples located at the surface of the specimen on

one side only

f Notes: 1Five additional gages were added in the transverse direction
before cutting.

2Original strain gages were destroyed during stress relieving.
Ten new gages were installed in both the longitudinal and
transverse directions before cutting.

L
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Straight polarity short circuiting, gas metal arc welding was

performed on all specimens utilizing a 308 stainless steel wire

(0.035" in diameter) and a 90% He - 7 1/2% A - 2 1/2% CO2 gas mixture.

The finally selected welding &onditions were the same for all

specimens:

Arc Voltage 23 volts

Arc Current 90 Amperes

Wire Feed Speed 175 inches/min

Weld Travel Speed 16 inches/min

Very similar temperature and strain distributions were observed on

all specimens. This is evidenced in Figures 3.18 to 3.21, which depict

the temperature and strain history at various distances from the weld

line in specimens #2 and #4. Based on this similarity in the distribu-

tion of transient temperatures and strains, it is reasonable to assume

that verv similar residual stress distributions existed in all the

spec imens after welding.

t After welding and cooling, specimen #2 was directly cut in order

to determine the residual stresses in the as-welded condition whereas

specimens #1, #3 and #4 were stress relieved at different holding

temperatures before cutting. Details oI the stress relieving conditions

are given in Table 3.2.

The temperature history during stress relieving is depicted in

Figures 3.22 and 3.23 for specimens #1 and #3 respectively. Strain

measurements during stress relieving were only taken for specimens #1

and ';3 since the gages were destroyed at temperatures above 550'F.

Strains for specimen #3 are shown in Figures 3.24 and 3.25.

Finally, after stress relieving, the plates were sectioned and

thu ohtained distribution of residual stresses was compared with the

one in the as-welded case (Figure 3.26). More details on these

experiments and the results can be found in Agapakis' thesis.
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N

Table 3.2: Stress Relieving Conditions for the
Verification Tests

W

Specimen No. Holding Temperature 'F (°C) Time in Furnace hr

1 500°F (260°C) 6

2 not stress relieved -

3 approx. 370'F (188°C) 4

4 1100°F (593 0C) 7

6 500-F (260°C) 2

370°F (188°C)

Note: All stress relieved specimens were cooled in air after

IL heating.
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U It should also be mentioned at this point that considerable effort

has been recently devoted in upgrading our experimental data acquisition

systems. A microcomputer (MINC-23, manufactured by the Digital

Equipment Corporation) was purchased for this purpose, using funds not

related to this research project, and was interfaced to the signal

conditioning equipment for strain gages and thermocouples. Further

details on the data acquisition system are considered outside the

scope of this report, however, and can be found in:

q Agapakis, J.E., "Fundamentals of Computer Aided Experimentation

for Welding", Department of Ocean Engineering, M.I.T., December 1982.

3.4.2 Further Experiments on HY-130 Steel Plates

Four HY-130 steel specimens (22"x6"xl/2") were tested in this

phase. Their geometry and configuration was the same as that of the

stainless steel specimens (Figure 3.17). All plates were edge welded,

and all buL one were subsequently stress relieved (one in a uniform

temperature furnace and the other two by line heating with an oxy-

acetylene flame). The plates were then cut, ard residual stresses were

measured by stress relaxation.

Only temperatures were measured during welding and stress relieving

operations. Strain gages were installed on all specimens (in both

the longitudinal and the transverse direction) only before cutting.

Their location is again depicted in Figure 3.17. Spray transfer,

gas metal arc welding was performed on all specimens utilizing an

AX-140 (0.04S" in diameter) wire and a 98% A - 2% 02 gas mixture. The

selected welding conditions were (same for all specimens):

Arc Voltage 27 Volts

Arc Current 225 Amperes

Wire Feed Speed 285 inches/min

Weld Travel Speed 21 inches/min

The temperature distribution during welding for plate #2 is given

in Figure 3.27. Very similar temperature distributions were observed

on all plates.
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After welding, specimen #1 was cut in order to determine the as-

welded residual stress distribution. Specimen #2 was heated in a

furnace at 10000F1 and air cooled to room temperature. Specimens #3

and #4, on the other hand, were flame heated using an oxyacetylene

torch. The torch was moved at a constant speed of 1 inch/min along a
N

line 1.64 inches (in spec~men #3) and 4.30 inches (in specimen #4)

away from the weld line. The temperature distribution during stress

relieving is given in Figures 3.28 and 3.29 for specimens #2 and #4,

respect ivelv.

i:i "clction of the torch velocity and location was based on

computer predictions for maximum stress relaxation. The resulting

rusidual stress distributions are given together with the computer

predictions in Figures 3.30 to 3.33.

further details on these experiments and their results can be

foui in (rpentier's thesis. It should be noted however, that due to

t! K.N number of experiments no definite conclusions can be

.r;-wn i the eff -tiveness of line heating as a stress relieving

technique. At this point, further investigation is considered necessary.

I

, t I I k i , " t ,, I ,n d I t dI h V L ) ri , l I tII L
l i t : I." li t' i', %il t': ;~ r>1 ' 1c' t!< l l I I I rl
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4. WORK ACCOMPLISHED ON TASK 5 - IMPROVED COMPUTER PROGRAMS

4.1 General Status

The objective of Task 5 of the current research program is to

develop manuals of improved computer programs for analyzing (1) heat

*flow, (2) transient thermal stresses and metal movement, and (3)

residual stresses and distortion of weldments. Although Task 5 includes

some efforts at improving existing computer programs, it does not

include major improvements of old computer programs or the development

of new ones.

A unique feature of Task 5 is the revision of the programs in

such a way that they can become more useful to practicing engineers.

Moreover, a series of examples to aid engineers in understanding their

use, capabilities, and limitations are also to be included.

Two subtasks to be performed under Task 5 have been identified in

the ;rop'>,i to O.N.R. dated November 1980, as follows:

L Task 5.1: Development of Improved Manuals of Independent

Welding Programs

Task 5.2: Development of Manuals of Programs which are

Compatible with the ADINA Program

Details on the work done are included in the next two sections.

Note, however, that all manuals are published separately from this

final report.

4.2 Manuals of Independent Welding Programs

During the past decade M.I.T. researchers, under the direction of

Professor K. Masubuchi , have developed a series of computer programs

for analyvzing various problems related to heat flow, transient thermal

straiins, res idial stresses, and distortion in weldments. on some

computer program,, manual,s have already been prepa red , some of which

were included in tle monograph prepared under Taisk I ot a previous

iO.N.R. Sp0Sored Rcseairch Program. Since tlcn, lrge ;m1ounts of

experiment lI da.ta' have 1h(en obta ined and compared with anal vtI cii
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predictions. Considerable efforts have been made at the same time to

improve these programs.

Among these programs, the one-dimensional program was proven to

be very useful for the case of welding thin plates and T-shaped built-

up beams. As a consequence, it was decided that a new manual for

this program needs to be written. This new manual is published

separately:

Imakita, A., Papazoglou, V.J., and Masubuchi, K., "Consolidated

Manual of One-Dimensional Computer Programs for Analyzing Heat Flow,

Transient Thermal Strains, Residual Stresses, and Distortion in

Weldments", prepared under Contract N00014-75-C-0469 (M.I.T. OSP

# 82558) for the Office of Naval Research, M.I.T., July 1982

In what follows a summary of the modifications made in these

programs is described. For more details, one is referred to the afore-

mentioned manual.

One-Dimensional Program. This computer program is capable of

calculating the temperatures, thermal strains, and stresses developed

in a thin plate during and after welding, assuming a one-dimensional

state of stress. The following modifications,as compared to the earlier

version of the program,were made prior to developing the revised manual:

(i) The numerical integration method was modified

(2) The number of integration points was increased to improve

accuracy

(3) The temperature dependence of the surface heat loss

coefficient was taken into account, and

(4) The output format was changed to facilitate easier handling

of the results

A detailed sample analysis, accompanied by a number of comments,

is also included in the manual.
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One-Dimensional Program for T-shaped Beams. This computer program

U UR is an extension of the previous one and is aimed at calculating tem-

peratures, thermal strains, residual stresses, and longitudinal bending

distortion during the welding fabrication of built-up T-beams. The

following modifications were made in this program:

(1) The temperature dependence of material properties was used

in conjunction with a parabolic interpolation instead of the

linear one previously used

q (2) The heat flow between the web and the flange plates was

taken into account

(3) The strain calculation procedure was changed to conform

with the one used in the simple one-dimensional program
I

(4) The program is now capable to also perform calculations for

the case of edge welds, and

(5) Clie output data format was changed, while at the same time

more results can be printed out

The manual includes detailed sample analyses of both edge and

T-beam welds.

INo efforts have been or will be undertaken to develop manuals

for the two-dimensional finite element programs that have been developed

independently in the past by M.I.T. investigators. This decision was

based on the availability of the much more sophisticated and efficient

programs ADINAT and ADINA.

4.3 Manuals of Programs Compatible to ADINA

During the initial stages of the current research project, it was

decided that all computer programs developed should be compatible with
4

a general purpose finite element computer program, to facilitate easier

integration with other kinds of numerical analvses, e.g., structural

static and dynamic, fracture, etc. Upon consul tat ion with represent-

atives of the O-f ice of Naval Research, the general purpose finite

elerient codes ADINAT and ADINA, c(apable of performing, nonliinear heat

trans,,,e r and thermal - cI as t i,-plast i c stress annil 'v', rIIspctively, were

... m4
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chosen. Both of these codes were developed by Professor K. J. Bathe

and co-workers at the Department of Mechanical Engineering, M.I.T.

To make these programs capable of analyzing the welding problem,

i.e., heat flow and stress calculations during welding, several

modifications had to be made. Details of these modifications were

presented in the third progress report to O.N.R. Efforts were made

to publish manuals that explain in detail the programs developed and

modified. These manuals also contain directions for the more efficient

use of the programs as well as some sample analyses.

More specifically, the following manual is completed and published

independently:

Imakita, A., "Heat Source Models Using Finite Element Method for

Arc Welding", Dept. of Ocean Engineering, M.I.T., July 1982.

This manual gives details on the use of the general purpose finite

element program ADINAT, for the calculation of temperature distribution

(during welding. A review of past work in the area is also included

togeL;acr with some sample cases and discussion on the effects of

various model parameters.

Two more manuals are currently in the final stages of preparation:

Papazoglou, V.J., "Computer Programs for the Calculation of

Schematic Continuous Cooling Transformation Diagrams", report to the

Office of Naval Research (under preparation).

Papazoglou, V.J., "Numerical Calculation of Microstructure History

and Phase Transformation Strains", report to the Office of Naval

Research (under preparation).

The first one describes the programs developed to calculate sc hemat ic

continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagrams from isothermal data,

i.e., from experimentally obtained time-temperature-transformation

(TTT) diagrams.

The second describ ,s the program developed to ca]lulate the

micro.structtire history of a material resulting from a given temperatture

history' and b;ased on an idealized CCT diagram of the material. It also
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5. PUBLICATIONS AND DEGREES GRANTED

5.1 Publications

Work done under the present contract from the Office of Naval

Research has resulted in the following publications:

(1) Masubuchi, K., "Models of Stresses and Deformation Due to

Welding: A Review", presented at the Conference on Modeling of

Casting and Welding Processes, Franklin Pierce College, Rindge,

New Hampshire, August 4-8, 1980.

(2) Masubuchi, K., and Papazoglou, V.J., "Thermal Strains and

Residual Stresses in Heavy HY-130 Butt Welds", Proceedings of

1980 Fall Meeting of SESA, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, October

12-15, 1980.

(3) Papazoglou, V.J., and Masubuchi, K., "Analytical Methods for

Detcrvining Temperatures, Thermal Strains, and Residual Stresses

Due to Welding", presented at the 1980 ASM Materials and Processes

Congress, Cleveland, Ohio, October 28-30, 1980.

(4) Papazoglou, V.J., and Masubuchi, K., "Analysis of Thermal

Strains and Residual Stresses in High Strength Steel Weldments",

* presented at the 62nd Annual Meeting of AWS, Cleveland, Ohio,

April 6-9, 1981; submitted for publication in the Welding Journal.

(5) Masubuchi, K., "Welding Stresses", presented at the 28th

Sagamore Army Materials Research Conference on Residual Stresses

and Stress Relaxation, Lake Placid, New York, July 13-17, 1981.

(6) Masubuchi, K., and Agapakis, J., "Analysis and Control of

Residual Stress, Distortion and their Consequences in Welded

Structures", Proceedings of Conference on Trends in Welding

Research in the United States sponsored by ASM, New Orleans,

Louisiana, November 16-18, 1981.
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(7) Papazoglou, V.J., and Masubuchi, K., "Numerical Analysis of

Thermal Stresses during Welding Including Phase Transformation

Effects", presented at the ASME Pressure Vessels and Piping

Division Meeting, Orlando, Florida, June 27 to July 1, 1982;

to appear in the Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology.V

(8) Papazoglou, V.J., Masubuchi, K., GonQalves, E., and

Imakita, A., "Residual Stresses Due to Welding: Computer-Aided

Analysis of their Formation and Consequences", presented

at the SNAME 1982 Annual Meeting, New York, N.Y., November

18-20, 1982.

(9) Agapakis, J.E., and Masubuchi, K., "Thermal Stress Relieving

of High Strength and Stainless Steel Weldments", to be presented

at the 64th Annual Meeting of AWS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

April 25-29, 1983.

5.2 De~rees Granted

The following degrees in chronological order have been granted to

students working on this project (note that some of these students were

U.S. or allied countries' Navy Officers and so their services were

furnished at no cost to the project):

lipsey, M.D.: Ocean Engineer, and Master of Science in Naval

Architecture and Marine Engineering.

Coneybear, G.W.: Master of Science in Naval Architecture and

Marine Engineering.

Mylonas, G.A.: Master of Science in Naval Architecture and

Marine Engineering, and Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering.

Rogaiski, W.I.: Ocean Engineer, and Master of Science in Naval

Architecture and Marine Engineering.

Mabry, J.P. : Ocean Engineer, and Master of Science in Naval

Architecture and Marine Engineering.

Coumis, G.A.: Master of Science in Naval Architecture and Mar inc

Engineering, and Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering.
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N Sousa Sa, P.A.: Ocean Engineer, and Master of Science in

Mechanical Engineering.

Gongalves, E.: Master of Science in Ocean Engineering, and

Master of Science in Materials Science.

* Suchy, A.F.: Ocean Engineer.

Papazoglou, V.J.: Ph.D. in Ocean Engineering.

Golgalves, E.: Ph.D. in Ocean Engineering.

McCord, R.S.: Ocean Engineer.

Agapakis, J.E.: Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering,

and Master of Science in Ocean Systems Management.

Carpentier, K.P.: Master of Science in Naval Architecture and

Marine Engineering.

5.3 Theses Completed

The f flowing theses detailing the work performed under this research

program 'ive been completed:

L. Lipsey, M.D., "Investigation of Welding Thermal Strains in

High Strength Quenched and Tempered Steel", Ocean Engineer Thesis,

M.[.T., June 1978.

2. Coneybear, G.W., "Analysis of Thermal Stresses and Metal

Movement during Welding", S.M. Thesis, M.I.T., May 1978.

3. Mylonas, (;.A., "Experi.cntal Investigation of Posidual Stress

Distributions in Thick Welded Plates", S.M. Thesis, M.I.T.,

.lulv 1979.

4. Ro,;ilski, W.J., "An I )nomic and Technical Study on the

Feasibility of Using Advanced Joining Techniques in Constructing

Critical Naval Marine Structures", Ocean Engineer Thesis,

M. [.T., Mav 1979.
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5. Mabry, J.P., "Prediction and Control of Residual Stresses and

UDistortion in HY-130 Thick Pipe Weldments", Ocean Engineer Thesis,

M.I.T., May 1979.

6. Coumis, G.A., "An Experimental Investigation of the Transient

Thermal Strain Variation and the Triaxial Residual Stress Field
U

Generated due to Electron Beam Welding of Thick HY-130 Plates",

S.M. Thesis, M.I.T., June 1980.

7. Sousa S9, P.A., "Investigation of Triaxial Residual Stress

Distribution Remaining after GMA Welding of Thick HY-130 Steel

Plates", Ocean Engineer Thesis, M.I.T., January 1981.

8. Conjalves, E., "Investigation of Welding Heat Flow and Thermal
Strain in Restraint Steel Plates", S.M. Thesis, M.I.T., May 1980.

9. Suchy, A.F., "Investigation of Temperature Distribution and

Thermally Induced Thermal Strains in Highly Restrained, Thick,

nY-1-0 Steel Plate Weldments", Ocean Engineer Thesis, M.I.T.,

Ij June 1980.

10. Papazoglou, V.J., "Analytical Techniques for Determining

Temperatures, Thermal Strains, and Residual Stresses during

Welding", Ph.D. thesis, M.I.T., May 1981.

11. Goncalves, E., "Fracture Analysis of Welded Structures",

Ph.D. thesis, M.I.T., May 1981.

12. McCord, R.S., "An Investigation of Strain, Distortion, and

Heat Distribution during Welding of Nickel-Aluminum Bronze", Ocean

Engineer thesis, M.I.T., .June 1981.

13. Agapakis, J.A., "Welding of High Strength and Stainless Steels:

A Study on Weld Metal Strength and Stress Relieving", S.M. Thesis,

M.I.T., May 1982.

14. Carpentier, K.P., "Thermal Stress Relief of HY-130 Weldments",

S.M. Thesis, M.I.T., May 1982.
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APPENDIX A

Numerical Analysis of Thermal
V. J. Papazog.ou Stresses During Welding Including

Postdoctoral Associate,
AssocMem. ASME Phase Transformation Effects
K. Mastbuchi

Professor, The problem of determining temperature distributions, transient thermal strains,
Mem. ASME and residual stresses during butt welding thick plates with the multipass GMA W

Department of Ocean Engineering, process is solved using the finite element method, First, a nonlinear heat transfer
Massachusetts Intitute of Technology, analysis is performed taking into account the temperature dependence of the

Cambrige. Mass. 02139 material properties, and convection and radiation surface heat losses. This is
followed by a thermo-elastic-plastic stress analysis that incorporates phase trans-
formation strains. Finally, the theoretical predictions are compared with ex-
perimentally obtained data showing good correlation.

Itroduction
The welding processes have been and are extensively used Several investigators have contributed towards the solution

for the fabrication of various structures ranging from bridges of the welding residual stress prediction problem in the past
and machinery to all kinds of sea-going vessels to nuclear ten or so years [1-12]. In most of these studies use is made of

' reactors and space vehicles. This is the case because of the the powerful finite element method in two dimensions (plane
many advantages they offer compared to other fabrication stress, plane strain, and axisymmetric analyses). Moreover,
techniques -excellent mechanical properties, air and water the thermomechanical problem is assumed to be uncoupled,
tightness, and good joining efficiency, to name but a few. with the thermal and mechanical parts being treated

At the same time, however, welding creates various separately [2]. Good correlation is generally observed between
problems of its own that have to be solved. In the past these the obtained results and experimental data. In cases where
problems have been tackled through experimental in- poor agreement is found, the discrepancy is attributed to the
%.estigations resulting in the collection of extensive data on fact that no consideration is given to the phenomenon of
low-carbon steel using conventional arc welding techniques. allotropic phase transformations [2, 51.
Because of the large amount of manpower and the high cost This paper describes a technique for analyzing tem-
required for such investigations, however, this method is peratures, thermal stresses, and residual stresses using the
rather inefficient when different materials (high-strength finite element method. Particular emphasis is placed on the
quenched and tempered steels, aluminum and titanium alloys, rational determination of the phase transformation strains.
etc.) or modern welding techniques (electron beam, laser, etc.) The computed results are then compared with experimental
need to be studied. Fortunately enough, since the advent of data obtained during butt welding 25.4-mm-thick HY-130
the computer, a new tool became available which, combined plates using the multipass Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)
with limited experimental efforts, could gic ,olutions to process.
many of the welding problems.

One of the problems suitable for computer uialsis is the Heat Transfer Analysis
one involving residual stresses and distortion during welding.
The uneven temperature distribution produced during welding The problem of heat flow during welding was solved using
gives rise to incompatible strains which in turn result in sell- the multipurpose finite element program ADINAT developed
equilibrating residual stresses that remain in the structure by Bathe and co-workers at the Department of Mechanical
after it has cooled down to ambient temperature. The Engineering, M.I.T. [13]. Following is a discussion of the
phenomena involved are very complex necessitating the use of particular features of the program pertaining to the welding
numerical techniques for their solution. Moreover, the analysis.
prediction of residual stresses is of paramount importance Finite Element Formulation. The governing isoparametric
since these stresses adversely affect the service behavior of finite element equations for the nonlinear heat transfer
welded 'tructures including their brittle fracture, stress problem can be written in matrix form as follows:
c:orrosion cracking, fatigue, and buckling characteritics.

I or irititled 1,. ihe Pressure Ves.el, and Piping J)ts iron tllr preseniatlio at

the Presure Vesscls and Piping Conerem:e, Orlando. Florida, Itie 27- lIIi' 2. with
10 S2. ii IKm ANIFe AN Slo(r F \i|[4,NIH Al t',(i5Ff[i% \tanis p P' + t (t) = t+ t( I -- I) A 

'  
(2)

rxei'ed a. %.SMFi Headquarters, April 2. i92 Paper No K2 i' P 44
o ipie, %ill he a'ailahle unll 5larch 1991 E'quation (I ) represents the heat tlow equilibrium at time

Discussion on this paper will be accepted at ASM Headquarters until August 30, 1982



weld speed is sufficiently high relative to the material's
------ -- characteristic diffusion rate, and that end effects resulting

/WELD from either initiation or termination of the heat source can be
/fLINE neglected, the three-dimensional character of the heat transfer

/problem can be simplified [3, 6, 15]. This can be achieved by
/analyzing a cross section of the weldment of unit thickness

I" - and located in the mid-length region of the weld (see Fig. 1).

--- -- Modeling of Weld Metal. The heat transfer mechanism in
Y t I the weld metal, when molten, is extremely complex and its

/iphysics are not well understood as of today. These com-
ARC plexities arise from the difficulties in adequately modeling the

TRAVEL convective motion of the molten metal, the electric heatingdue to the current flow in the base metal, the boundary

conditions for heat losses, etc.
Although some progress has recently been made towards a

proper modeling of the fluid flow and the convective heat
Fig. 1 Weldment conllguratlon transfer [161, these efforts are still directed towards simple

cases and are rather inconclusive. As a consequence, most
t+a.At, where 0_<a<_ I and a is chosen to obtain optimum investigators try to simulate the convective heat transfer
stability and accuracy in the solution. Furthermore, the mechanism in the molten metal by assuming a higher [3, 6] or
solution using these equations corresponds to the modified lower [2] value for the thermal conductivity than that for the
Newton-Raphson ieration scheme. material at the solidus temperature. In this study a higher

All boundary conditions relevant to the welding problem value is used, since it is believed that it better approximates
are incorporated in the matrices of equation (1). They include: the actual phenomena.

Finally, since the cases analyzed involve multipass welding,
I Convective heat losses from the plates' surfaces, modeled it is necessary to find a way to model the laying of the various

according to Newton's law. beads during the welding cycle. This is made possible by the
S2 Radiation heat losses which are very significant in the element birth-and-death capabilities of the code used.

vicinity of the weld metal due to the large difference between
the surface and environmental temperatures and which are Transient Strain and Residual Stress Analysis
modeled according to the well-known quartic Stefan- Using the predicted temperature distributions obtained
Boltzman law. from the heat transfer analysis, the transient stresses, and

3 The heat input during welding is modeled using the residual stresses can be calculated. In the present study these
concept of arc efficiency. For the space distribution of the calculations were performed using the multipurpose finite
heat input, a consistent formulation is adopted assuming a element nonlinear stress analysis computer program ADINA
uniform distribution over the top of each weld bead. Finally, [17], properly modified to take into account the trans-
the time distribution of the heat input is modeled in such a formation strains [15]. Details of the method used are
way that the passing of the arc over the cross section examined prt "e ited in the forthcoming.
can be simulated (a linear increase as the arc approaches,
uniform as the arc travels over the cross section, followed by a Finite Element Formulation. The thermal-elastic-plastic
linear decrease). constitutive model (with the phase transformation

modifications discussed later) is used to study the mechanical
A family of one-step methods is considered for the time part of the welding problem for the case of plane strain. The

integration using the parameter a [141. The scheme was found governing incremental finite element equations can be written
to be unconditionally stable for a - 1/2 and to generally give as
better solution accuracy when at = I (Euler backward TKAU') =t+AtR -t+Al (i-I) (3)
method). Finaly, the modified Newton iteration is guaranteed The solution using equation (3) corresponds to the modified
to converge provided the time step At is small enough. Newton-Raphson iteration procedure which is helpful in

Two-Dimensionality of Problem. Assuming that the improving the solution accuracy and in many cases in
welding heat source (arc) is moving at a constant speed along preventing the development of numerical instabilities. The
a regular path (e.g., a straight line in a planar weld), that the convergence of the iteration can be accelerated using the

Nomenclature

B = bainite transformation Q effective heat flow vector (/I = thermal and transformation
temperature R = external force vector strain

e = effective plastic strain t = time = arc efficiency

e, = thermal strain, mixture of tB, = bainite transformation 0 = temperature vector

phases starting time A = temperature
e, = transformation strain U = displacement vector Subscripts
ej = thermal strain, single phase v = welding speed
f = fraction transformed at 0 x,y,z = Cartesian coordinates s = start

f8 = fraction transformed at Of o = time integration parameter f = finish
F = vector of nodal point forces A0 = temperature increment
h = heat convection coefficient AU = displacement increment Superscripts
K = stiffness matrix Atf? = bainite transformation time left = time at which a quantitN
M4 = martensite transformation interval occurs

temperature 6,, = Kronecker delta right iteration counter
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history of microstructure formation during the cooling stages
can be predicted for each point in the HAZ and the weld
metal.

, To predict the microstructures during the cooling stage of
,, the welding process an incremental strategy is involved so that

tSAINITE the model can be compatible with the step-by-step solution of
I Ms as the nonlinear stress analysis using ADINA. A procedure has

W, therefore to be established that will enable one to calculate the
Q. E proceeding of each transformation. The following equation2 MARTENSIT*Es
Wa has been used for this purpose:

Mf TIME f=y, (4)

1O-F tO°  tO' 102  103  104  Equation (4) is applied separately for each allotropic trans-

FIg.2 Idealized CCTdlagram formation, namely for the martensite to austenite one upon
if heating and for the austenite to bainite and austenite to

martensite ones upon cooling [151.
Based on the microstructure predictions calculated by the

: IS - HEATING methodology outlined in the foregoing, the combined thermal
Z 16 - - COOLING - and transformation strains, erH, developed during the weld-

.49 ing thermal cycle can then be found from
e "= (e, +e2 + e3)-5, (5)

.j HEThe estimation of the thermal strains el and e, requires

410Q knowledge of the microstructures present and of the average
Ir thermal expansion coefficients of austenite, bainite, and
. 8 - martensite. Similarly, to calculate the transformation strain,
1- 6 , e,, one has to also know the transformation strains for each

separate phase change, namely from martensite to austenite,

TEMPERATURE (C) from austenite to bainite, and from austenite to martensite.

21 1 t I To show the impact the inclusion of phase transformation
100 300 500 700 900 1100 1300 1500 effects has on the thermal strain of a section which is free to

Fig. 3 Typical dlalatatlonal curve Including phase transformation expand or contact, Fig 3 is constructed. The solid line depicts
effects for a specific temperature history the thermal strain during

the heating stage of this history, including the phase trans-
formation effects (phase change from martensite to

Aitken method or, in complex material nonlinear cases (like austenite). This is the usual curve assumed as input in
the welding problem), improved using the BFGS (Broyden- previous stress analyses using the finite element method.
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) natrix updating method. Upon cooling, the same curve was usually assumed, thus

The usual small strain assumption of decomposing the total neglecting the phase changes from austenite to bainite and/or
strain at any time instance in its elastiL, plastic, and thermal martensite. By contrast, the intermittent line shows clearly the
components is used. Creep is neglected, given that in the effect the expansion accompanying these transformations has
welding problem the time intersals at high temperature are on the thermal strain.
short. The plastic strain component is calculated using the ,on
Mises yield criterion, modified for temperature dependence, Welding Model. A cross section of the weldment at its
and the associated flow rule. Kinematic hardening, thought midlength is used in this study under plane strain conditions.
by many to better model the phenomena ins ols ed, is used; it i
based ot the assumption that the size of the yield surface minh isse d in this resiondo

urae tic maximum stresses are des eloped in this region.
depends otn temperature only, whereas its translation rate in the boundary conditions used in the analysis allow free
the stress space depends on the plastic strain rate. e\p:ansion of the weldment in the transverse direction as well

Phase Transformation Effects. In most previous stress ts bending t\ the same time the structure should be properly
analyses of the welding problem no consideration is gisen to te,trained to eliminate all possihle modes of rigid body
the phenomenon of phase transformations. The limited ef- motion: othcrsisc the stiffness tnatri\ will not be positive
forts reported in the literature are based on the use of a small dcfinite
number (usually three) of experimentally obtained \ imprtant point is the accumulation of plastic strains in
dilatational curves for specitic cooling rates and do not the regions thai tecoine molien during the welding cycle.
concentrate on the fundameintals of the phenomena uivolved \hen the tenpcrature reaches the liquids these plastic straips
[101. A rational model developed to calculate thc phase are ph\ icall3 reliesed. starting to accumulate again %hen the
transformation strains is discussed in ttis section. metal ,olidifies. 1hw presetc ot non/ero material properties

The model starts from the (ontinuous C'ooling trans- ,thsc fhe liquiidus, hoescr, would cause the plastic strains
formation ((('T) diagram of the material under consideration no! oitlv to continue atcun lting but also to reach ar-
which is either known experimentally or can be derined fioi tli, all high salues ossmg to il.c ser. losN magnitude of the
isothermal data (IT diagram). Methods for the latter case nw:chaiuial propertic at these temperatures. It ,kas,

are reported in the literature hs consdering linear .oolimg mICTCl0. :iecer,.irs it moditv AI)INA b\ imposing a total
rates [18. I 1. Based on the tact. hos oer, that the selding iclio! ,At plaic stams \Nthcl the tnater ial melts.
cooling rates resemble log-linear curses sonic modifications to I tit,Tls. one of the moest iMportat'i decisiotis an analyst has
the available methods had to te made to take thi, fat into Toi,A- i t, I)tCrToiling J tionliteaTr increnental tre,,s
account [1Sf. ,ii 1 ,.-i , '" ii, -ohlon tvt c' t he ftllosdt. beca1use the

I'sing the ( (' diagram (see Fig 2 tot an idealized 1c-ni1 .. lin.I M''. r.i ' ,tctie i, telii i f the soltiiott
of it) and the temperature disrrtbitioni dLn W111 hliri, 01C lie i t. 

, 
'i'c c, 'ir I, 1 " r c i~ll% trie tol .onmplsc
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PASS *1 - EXPERIMENT
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a:
Fig. 4 Test plate arrangement

15 7 9 21

2 f4 16 18 HB2 0 I

25 TIME tsec)
Fig. 5(a) Finite element mesh used in analysis of welding problem I0 20 40 60

Fig. 6 Comparison of finite element results with experimental data
(weld pass No. 1)

1 ~250 II
PASS #2 - -- EXPERIMENT

A3
A4

200-

1 50 152mm.7m

25.4mm
C.L

"' /" - 381mm241 : 1--00 J

5 0 1 TIME (sec)

Fig. 5(b) F nite element mesh, continued (12.7 mm to the right of weid 0 20 40 60
centerline) Fig. 7 Comparison of finite element results with experimental data

(pass No. 2)

situatio,,, insolsing highly nonlinear material behavior ike
the one encountered in the welding problem. In this study Comparison of Numerical and Experimental Results

* these parameters were chosen based on previous experience The finite element mesh used for the numerical calculatious
and on a number of numerical experiments, is shown in Fig. 5, where only the left half of the plate and the

weld metal is shown, the right half being exactly symmetric.
Experimental Program This mesh represents the unit thickness cross section of the

A series of experiments consisting of butt welding HY-130 plate at its midlength. -our to six node isoparet-crlr
steel plates using the (MAW process were performed. Each quadrilateral elements were used, taking special care not to

* plate measured 305 mm x 610 mm , 25.4 mm resulting, include an, triangular elements in the mesh since they afe

after welding, in the configuration shown in Fig. 4. The weld considered by many as inefficient. A total of 77 nodes and 47

joint consisted of a double-V groove with a 60-deg included elernents were utilized with the mesh being finer near the weld

angle in accordance with U.S. Nav specifications. All centerline because of the large gradients of temperature and

welding experiments were performed with the plates resling stresses presept in this region. The temperature dependence of

or1 l, nlh edge supports in order to better simulate the ,or- all material properties %as considered in the analyses 1151.

phll unrestrained condition. For more details on the cx- Temperature I)stributions. The heat transfer analysis was
* pcrimcntid procedures used see 1151. performed for the first three welding passes only. A total of

Icrnperatire, and strains were measured throughout the four analyses (AI to A4) were made by varying the arc cf-
t I !JIM ope-aion1 using ('hromel, Alumel adhesi\,ely bonded ficiencv and the temperature variation of the heat conection

. .c, a d 90-deg Rosette electric resistance s:rain coeffticient [151.
CCt1iCrted on the plates' sirfa,:e respectively, arid ('ases A2, A3, ard A4 are compared with the ex-
., %.trio,idistances from the weld centerlinc [15.] perinentally obtained results in Fig. 6 for a point on the
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z z 0.08 - TOP SURFACE - 15.24mm (exp)
<5.- J <----16.36mmtoanal)

w~ 0.4---11.38mm (anal)

PLATE MIDTHICKNESS
2 4. (t(A 0 . 5. 10.

~3.- .1.32 mm -0.04a. 6.38 mm
. zn I___________~< -0.08

10.77 mm
- I. MELTINGU F

'" Fig. 10 Comparison of experimentally measured transverse transient
.0. strains on the plate's top surface with numerical predictions

LU 0. 5. 10.20. 50. 100.
F!. TIME (sac)

Fig. 8 Accumulated effective plastic strain history at various Strain and Stress Distributions. Due to the high costs in-
distances from the weld centerlne volved in performing the numerical stress analysis, only the

first welding pass was thoroughly analyzed. The results
obtained are d..cussed below.

1200- Figure 8 shows the accumulation of the effective plastic
strain, e - 1, for the first welding pass at three points located
on the plate's midthickness and at various distances away

900- RESIDUAL STRESS j from the weld centerline. In the weld metal zone, plastic strain
0is built up rapidly as the material yields in compression. At the

a. Lmelting region this plastic strain is completely relieved, to
0rapidly reach again a level in close proximity to that existing

600 - prior to melting upon solidification. As cooling continues and

__ yielding in tension progresses, the plastic strain steadily in-

Cr 300 40 sec creases but at a smaller rate than before. In the heat-affected
zone, plastic strain is accumulated during heat-up in much the

y m) ""-_ same way as in the weld metal zone but not quite as rapidly.
J 0 __As the material cools, it yields in tension and further plastic

•O strain is accumulated.
_0 Figure 9 shows calculated transient longitudinal stress

-300- \distributions. Compressive stresses exist in the weld metal

-6- prior to melting. When the metal is in its molten stage,
/ negligible compressive or tensile stresses were calculated. As

-600c / cooling commences, tensile stresses start appearing in the weld
10 see/ metal. These stresses then build up to the residual stress

sec pattern when ambient temperature is reached. For self-
sec- equilibrating purposes, compressive stresses exist in areas

- 00-removed from the weld centerline. Note in Fig. 9 the effect of
phase transformation, causing a sudden decrease in the tensile

-1200- _ stresses.
Comparison of the experimentally measured transverse

I Itransient strain history at a point located on the top surface of
Fig.9 Longitudinal stress distribution at several time instances the plate is made with the numerically obtained results in Fig.

10. The correlation is relatively good if one takes into account
plate's top surface 12.7 mm away from the weld centerline the various assumptions involved in modeling the complex
and for the first welding pass. Considering the same heat welding problem. A delay in the transition from tensile to
input (77,, = 0.60). little difference is found between cases A2 compressive and again from compressive to tensile strains is
and A3. This is due to the fact that although higher values for observed in the analysis. The same dela. as far as the oc-
the convection coefficent were chosen in analysis A3, these currencc of the maximum strain is also exhibited. It is believed
values were not high enough to significantly alter the heat that this phenomenon is primarily due to the relative
losses from the top and bottom surfaces of the plate and coarseness of the finite element mesh, and the complex
consequently the temperature distribution. A substantial loading history present in the welding problem.
increase in the convection coefficient was therefore chosen for
case A4; at the same time, however, an increase in the arc (onclusions
efficiency \Aas made (q,, - 0.70) to partially compensate for This paper presented a methodology for predicting tern-
the higher h, and thus to obtain a good estimate of the peraturcs, transient strains, and residual stresses due to
maximum temperature rach2d. As seen in Fig. 6 the corn- \welding using the finite element method. Particular emphasis
binartion of ,ale' used in ihis latter analysis succeeded in %kas placed on the incorporation of phase transformation
bringing the cooling rate much closer to the experimental one. effects in the analysis, an important parameter wkhen weolding
At the same time a 4-percent omerprediction of the maximum quenched and tempered steels. Comparison of the computed
temr.rature is obsersed. The difference, however, ssas very results with experimentally obtained data showed the im-
small so that any further analysis was not felt necessarY. portance tf considering these effects.

Similat rchtls sscrc found at other points of the plate, and linally, it should be noted that the analysis presented is a
for other passes. ( ase A4 came always closest at matching the rather espensise one. It is thus recogni/ed that it cannot be
experimentally obtained resull (see Fig. 7). used in excryda, practice. The athors belise, howeser. that
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benefits can accrue in the case of manufacturing critical Welded Pipes," Proceedings of 1977 ASME WAM, Numerical Modeling of
structures when an accurate estimation of the metallurgical Manufacturing Processes, PVP.PB-025, Dec. 1977, pp. 131-142.

8Jeda, Y., Fukuda. K., and Nakacho, K., "Basic Procedures in Analysismicrostructures and residual stresses that result from the and' Measurement of Welding Residual Stresses by the Finite Element
welding operation is very essential. MettLcd,' Proceedings of International Conference on Residual Stresses in

Welded Construction and Their Effects, The Welding Institute, London. 1977.
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APPENDIX B

Residual Stresses Due to Welding: Computer-Aided Analysis of
Their Formation and Consequences

Vassilios J. Papazogloi, 1 Associate Member, Koichi Masubuchi,'2 Member, Edison Gongalves,'3

Visitor, and Akihiko lmakilta,'4 Visitor

Results of recent investigations at MIT. on the subject of residual stresses due to welding are sum-
marized. Part 1 deals with the computer-aided prediction of residual stress distributions. Both
closed-form analytical and numerical solutions, the latter based on the finite-element method, to the
problems of determining temperature, transient strain, and residual stress distributions are present-
ed. Experimentally obtained data are then compared with predictions obtained by the developed
computer programs to test their validity. Guidelines for the applicability of each model are also in-
cluded. Part 2 discusses the computer-aided analysis of the effects of residual stresses on the ser-
vice behavior of welded structures. A finite-element analysis of the fracture characteristics of high-
strength steel weidments is described in some detail as a case study. The obtained results are also
compared with experimental data.

Introduction midable problem. The answer is that the effect they have on
TitiF. PRtOBLEM of predicting residual stresses due to welding the service behavior of these structures can be detrimental.

has long been recognized by ship designers and fabricators as Brittle fracture can occur earlier because the presence of re-
very important but at the same time as a very diffictilt one to sidual stresses, combined with any external loading, cali sub-
analyze. This difficulty has its origin in the complex mecha- stantially decrease the critical flaw size of the weldment.
nism, of residutal stress formation which starts from the uneven Compressive residual stresses located in the regions some dis-
temperatuire distribution caused by the intense, concentrated tance away from the weld line can substantially decrease the

heat source associatedl with all fusion welding p~roce(sses. The critical buckling stress of a structure, especially if it is composed
incompatible strains that are formed as a consequence give rise of thin plates, causing structural instabilities. Similar effects
in turn to self-equilibrating stresses that remain in the welded occur in the areas of fatigue fracture, stress-corrosion cracking,
structuire after it has cooled down to ambient temperature, thus hydrogen embrittlement, and others.
prtxlicing thei soi-calledl residuial stresses. It thuis becomes evident that the practicing engineer would

To effectively analyze the problem atid account for tho' like to have a design tool to account for residual stresses andl
nonlinear phenomena asso)ciated with it, one has to draw upon their effects. More specifically. what he( wishes to (1o is toU knowledge from a variety of scientific dliscip~linies, including change design and fabrication parameters, such as plate

heattrasfe, aplid technic, nimeica anlyss. n~l thickness, joint design, welding conditions, and welding se-
inaterials science. On top of that, the lengthy calculations re- (Juence. so that the adverse effects of residual stresses (and the
quireti make the solution prohibitive unless one has access to associated distortion) can be reduced to acceptable levels from
a fast elect ronic digital comptuter. It is therefore no coincidence the point of view of reliability. It is generally much bel)(-ter to
that researchers became actively, involvedl in the fie'ld tink' achieve this goal duiring an early stage of dlesign and fabricationi
(hiring the pat ead r o duiring which time conptiters anlratherthban confronting the problem at later stages of fabrica-

Past powerfu oum ra socniue deeoe nascain t it n This is especially trtue when cnititcalI structures, siuech as

with thenm have started to be more %% idtdv tised. submarines and other t ypes of deep-sea submersibles, are to bec
A4 logical qtuest ion that coul~d come to ones nindo at thi lioit btiilt tising new materials (for example, 1I Y - 1:30 steel, t itaniumit

is w hyx should one bec co ncernedl with thle predict io n of resid, 1i alIloys) or uincon vent ionalI weld inrg processes (for exampiIle.
stresses in welded structures, especially since it is such a for- electron bean laser beam) or both.

One of thle most comprehensive soturces of inforniationi re-
l'itdilxtral a%%o< iaeDprriti f0cnFiimcmMs garding the p~roblemn of residual stresses and their -consequences

sachlttt . s Inttl oI T'(T~~g Ullridi:f \;'wA11ft is a recently published book b% aSiibti I I I Tb 'his b~o
l'rutw~r can eintuivetrmt "s iirul \iiltji. which can b~e of great value' to .bothi designers and( fabtricators

li miitiovtof illcint Carnb(idiv iIMe asso hi t of welded striictutres. represents a Nssstemat ic presentatioit of
'\V~'tatiit proft-i\' r. DfSupari iient oi Na', i \rclici. ifuid \Iariuui knowledge oti the subject acenilated over th pa Iist :3(0 or s
Vmhmi ie 're-NeatIi'.rih~.i ctititr Derinvt iil .S 0 'Pi 0tra / Eii -rv years mnl~ on the basis of extensivse parametric ex Ix'imtttita I

\t~~siuiiuiis iut.Iit ~ hlii'I',~ (,uim~rlu~' 1.~, lisuts ~ inivestigations, which can collectively be thout (.. if as *first
\%o %fits Fn:izininiz~~c.1riil shipluiildiiv Co' Ink ~o Jaupani genieration" o~r "pre-contutter age'' miethodolomgies. T1hiese

*~~~~o I.r in tii ,tht dii mal Mm, I i,% euork, N I . No .viuIr nin t hodolo igii's haxe served an(l still serve their pitrp ise in eases
IT 20, 18 2. (if Im S( K WtFN (t ) \ x x AMoii 11 Is\,,I) \txt\l'
F%('tNt. i-its Nitunhrs in brackets h.ign~aw tBltrvncven td of pape~r



STEP0 (NPUT DEIGN ND ABRIATIN PAAMEERSmethodologies available for calculating residual stress distri-
STEP0 (NPUT DEIGN ND ABRIATIN PAAMEERS butions are discussed. Particular emphasis is placed on the

I ANALYSIS I method based on a computer simulation of the welding process

STEP I PREDICTION OF TEMPERATURES, as it relates to residual stress formation. This consists of first
RESIDUAL STRESSES, AND DISTORTION] solving the heat-transfer problem and then utilizing the ob-

ANALYIS 2tained results to perform the stress analysis.
COSEU NSLYRSIDUA STESE Throughout the discussion special reference is made to the

CONSQUECESOF ESIDAL TRESES prediction capabilities of the analyses by comparing analytical
ON SERVICE BEHAVIOR results with experimental data collected f rom series of experi-

BRITTLE FRACTURE ments conducted over the past several years by Massachusetts
STEP 2 FATIGUE Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) investigators.

BUCKLING
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING General information on residual stresses
WELD CRACKING R~esidual stresses are defined as these stresses that exist in a

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS body if all e'xtern,, loads are removed. Various alternative
METALLURGY 1 technical terms have been used and can still be found in the
DEFECT POTENTIAL literature that refer to residual stresses, including internal
INSPECTION I stresses, initial stresses, inherent stresses, reaction Stresses, and
COST ANALYSIS j locked-its stresses.

- - -- - - -Areas in which residual stresses can exist vary greatly in scale
3rTEP 3 (OUTPUT) RELIABLE WELDED STRUCTURESI front a large [irtion of a metal structure (]own to areas mea-

ig1 Systematic approach for predicting residual stresses due to surable only on the atomic scale I 11. Regarding the former case,
Feldin and their consequences macroscopic residual stresses can occur in scales ranging from

welding ships heated by solar radiation from onfe side to a small area on
the top of a plate where grinding took place. on the other

that have already been extensively investigated, for example, hrand, microscopic residual stresses can be produced on the
joining of mild steel structures uising conventional arc welding atomic scale duiring a p~hase transformation or near a dislocation.
techniques. Time and cost requirements in today's competitive Furthermore, residual stresses (can also be classified, according
world, however, do not allow them to be rised] when new ma- to the mnechanism oIf forniation. to thoxa' produced by structural
terials and processes have tol be effectively rised] in the co(n- mismatching andi thiose~ produced by anr uneven distribution of
struct ion of seagoing vessels and offshore strl ict tires. The need nonelastic strains (iiliiding plastic and( thermal strains).
therefore exists for a new, more versatile and ef ficient corn- InI thet case (If welding, with which this paper is concerned.
puter-age methodology. residual stresses can be classified as Ix'ing macroscopic in scale

This paper discusses such a methodolog based on thle cx- anr(l as beving produiced bN iines en distributions of nonelastic
tenisive uise (if computers in a very systernatic way as shown in strains Finalls , it shouild im' rnoted that since residual stresses(Fig. I. Part I of the paper discusses state-of-the-art method,. exist without anN external loads they should always satisfv- force
for predicting residual stresses (and distortion) d]ue to welding; and m1omlent equilibrium. that is,. tilt- should( be self-equili-
it thus corresponds to Arialssis I between Steps 0 and I iii Fig. brating.

I.Fhe methods presented( range from relativelN simple one(-
dimensional analyses to morme complicatedi ones based on the Welding residual stress formation
finlite-elemrent method with nonlinearities. Comsrparing the To phx sicall, iiderstandIt how residual stresses art' formed
olbtainedl results with data colleced throtughi series of experi- (hiiring wkeldling, th it imple case tof at straight bead-on-plate weld
nerits, the pre dict ive capabilities of tlie %a riois methiodls are will be described inisum.' tet al I hi giire2 sht wsschemat -

finally assessed. i-ally the changes of teniperatort' and stresses that occur (luring
[i Part 2 of the paper the sublject iof analyzing tilt- titolst- such a process. The wevlding airc. %% loch is moving at a speed

q nences of residual stresses onl the( serv ice behfavior (If weldedl t', is presentI loca ted at (t'e originl 0 , as silox4 ii irs Fig. 2().
structures is addressed (A naivsis 2 1 s't wetni Steps1 I anid 2 in1 Fig F'igiure 2(b' sin iws th lt ('ilesra Ii rt d ist ribhut ionr aIotrg several
I ). To) demiost rate how thte coinputer carlt htip) in thItis respect. cross sectijonfs .\lttl stecttin \ -V \which is alhtad of the
detai Is of the special case of arial l zinrg t lit, [ract lire chiaraicter- wveldinrg a rc. dii' tempe(1'raituire chatnge il' to weld inrg, 1~0, is

4 ~istics, of weldmients arte preseritedi. The numerical rtestilts oh- almost zero. Ahtrig .xctin B -P. %% ic'i c'rosses the welding arc,
tairied rising the finite-elemnerd nittitt arte finally ciom pared tlt, (em ira (iirvc'hianIge is exSt ret'til rapid arid] tlire distribution
with t'xtrimnirtallx otbtairite( data. is \t\ tilt' \t'l A.long st'dctiil ( -C . hich is souse tdistance

It is ritot the irterit oif the authors (to irtscrit inl tet'iil Lill thit beh1ind tilt' sst'idirig arc. (it' distribiniil of ternllratiir' change
mat hemnat its in vol vetd in (t' disciissed m retholotst gies. The is its si~oN is il Fiiig 2 b It Alonrg St'ct ion )-I). %% hiichi is vt'rN
intert'stt'd reader is referretd for tiiis plmrjstse (t thttr solirces far frurti tilt %\eliii arc-, (t (lerhiru change due to
2-51. The teiphasis " ill rather be p~liceti il iiitvt(lit' sip1  wt'ditg 'ILaill IiIIuIINoshe'

4 tlt'dsigne'rs and( fabricattors c-all vfft'vtis'lx luse tilt state-of-the-art iigiir. 2(( 'lw ( tilt i'triitimtti 4f strtesst's along these'
mthodiixologit's available' tdas for sols int t'e rt'sidiial stiess w't'tns ill tilt x-(iirt'ttiltl. (T,, Strt's i tit ii-direction, au. aantI
p~roblemr sliiat'ii striss. u lst 'ist ill a t\ti-diiiietsitital stress

Part I It trig '. 'Ii in A -A thlitrm al stress's d lit tt tltli ngiare almost
,t'rl l]ilt' strt'55 (list nibi it iii altinl!Ste tin I-B IN is sown in Fig.

Preictonof eldngresdul sreses 2 ( 2 IBtc,i1ist' miltcttlitnittal \%ill not soiloxrt itloItad, stress
Predition f weling esidulstrsses uindernieathi tilt' tiling arc is close ti ztero Stresses ini regions

Irs tis part tfithe pa tsr thet 1)rOblt'ii oh pri Iiict it~ igr situa lia sii rt ils) c hoi lii I thettt arc art' ci tisprt '5i t' I tecaust' th ei' 'x-

stresses dute to wkeltiingis addrtesse'd. Alter a brief tttrtstion (tatsion of thest' areas is rt'sraiiucd It\ (t'e suirrtning mnetal
il tit'( physical aspet'ts tof rt'sidlnal stress fotrma~iitoii. tilt-s %imots Iitret'hei tv'iix'ritiints arc lIt ir Sinie' te tt'miperatuires of
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of changes in temperature and stresses during
welding

these areas are high and the yield strength of the material low, transverse direction, too, but of smaller magnitude.
stresses in these areas are as high as the yield strength of the This situation is typical for the case examined. If, however,
material at corresponding temperatures. The magnitude of one is also interested in the through-thickness distribution of
compressive stress passes through a maximum with increasing residual stresses or in materials exhibiting phase transformations,
distance from the weld or with decreasing temperature. or both, two additional residual stress sources can be identified

I However, stresses in areas away from the weld are tensile and 161.
balance with compressive stresses in areas near the weld. In One source is the uneven cooling in the thickness direction
other words of the weld. Surf ace layers of the weld and the highly heated

areas close to it usually cool more rapidly than the interior,
f" ,dy = 0 especially in the case of thick plates. Thermal stresses thus arise

across Section B-B." Thus, the stress distribution along Section over a cross section which can lead to heterogeneous plastic
B-B is as shown in Fig, 2(c)-2. deformation and hence to residual stresses. These -quenching-

Stresses are distributed along Section CCas shown in Fig. residual stresses are expected to be compressive at the surface
2(c)-3. Since the weld metal and base metal regions near the of the highly heated areas and to self-equilibrate with the tensile
wel have cooled, they, contract and cause tensile stresses iri ones it] the inner regions.
regions close to the weld. As the distance from the weld in- The other source of residual stresses comes from the phase
creases, the stresses first change to compressive and then beclitn transformations that occur during cooling; in the case of steel,
tensile. for example, austenite is transformed into ferrite, bainite, or

Figure 2(c)-4 shows the stress distribution along Section [)-I). niartensite, or .a combination of them. These transformiat ions
High tensile stresses arte produced in regions near the weld, are accompanied by anl increase in specific volume, causing the
while compressive stresses art, prodhuced in regions away from mnaterial being transformed (in the weld metal and the heat-
the wel. This is the usual distribution oi residuial stresses that affected zone) to tend to expand. This expansion, ho)we er,

remain after welding is completed. is hindered by the cooler material %%hich is not being trans-
The cross- hatched area, M-M', in Fig. 2(a) shows the region formed, inducing compressive stresses in the transformed

where plastic deformation occurs during the welding thermal Imaterial anod tensile stresses in the other regions.
cy"che. The egg-shaped region near the( origin () indicates I t- Fill. total residual stresses due to welding can thus he. |oud
region where the metal is nmelted. bN co(m bining ilhe fe's of the aforemnetioned threet

't, region outside the cross- hatch~ed area remains e'lastic' source(s
during the entire welding thermal cyuh-. Methods for predicting residual stresses

S o u r c e s O f r e s i d u a l s t r e s s e s - -i n t h e p r ev i ou s s e c t i on t h e T h C i ( 0 1 p t b e n n l s i s r i s p o h c d i h o ddifference in shrinkage of differently heated and coo led are~as Th.i'olalh nnlat'srislr(lcdint| ,,l-
of a weled Joint was identified as the( priiar% caitse.of reidiial 11 ....t as a result of the' norniniform temperature (list rilut ion

stres frmaion rc~nhng n hgh mgi~mdnal strvsstcs, crT, ill are hrined ill a verN, c'omplex nianner as discuissed it) irevi,|ms

• the weld metal. Similar te~nsih, stresse.s, (T,,, aric in thl(. ,"-ctiol), The( computational ef forts required to anaJ~zc the'
plienoina i|vhed, inchling htigh-temperattire plasticil.\

sThis v'piation neglects the eff -'c' ol (7,4 atid rT, oil the, equilibrium, calculations in a inuhidim ensional stress space, have linlihed

corldition inivestigators' ef forts in) the past to such simple cases as,

Residu~al Stres es[)- , t ( WOldlrl3



0
have to solve a problem containing mechanical and thermal

---- "- coupling, a fact that makes the analysis extremely complicated,
if not impossible, on the basis of the present state of knowledge,

ELD except in cases where thermoelastic modeling is sufficient.
// N LINE Initial attempts at formulating and investigating the more

complex problem of coupled thermoplasticity have been un-
(" y/ dertaken by Mr6z 111,121, but the whole subject area is still at

its initial stages of development.
It becomes necessary, therefore, to uncouple the thermal and

mechanical parts of the welding problem and solve each one
separately. The assumptions required for this uncoupling have
been examined by Hibbitt and Marcal 113); the most critical
ones are the neglect of dimensional changes and the neglect of
cross-coupling between thermal and mechanical work.

Based on these assumptions the problem can be solved in two
steps. First, the heat flow during welding is analyzed. The
obtained temporal and spatial temperature distributions are

Fig. 3 Weldment configuration then used as one of the inputs for the subsequent strain and stress
analysis. Various analytical and numerical methods that can
be used in each step are examined in the next sections of this

1. Spot welding in which temperature and strain changes part of the paper.
are axisymmetric. Problem characteristics-Figure 3 shows the phvsical phe-

2. Instantaneous heating along the edge of a strip in which nomenon to be examined. A welding arc is traveling with a
temperature and stress changes occur in one dimension only. speed v between two plates, causing them to coalesce by pro-

In more complex cases, however, and before the advent of viding filler metal.
the era of powerful digital computers, a method had to be de- The four parts of a weld that are subjected to different
vised for the prediction of residual stresses. Such a method was thermal histories are shown in Fig. 4. Part I constitutes the
developed by Masubuchi in the late 1950's 17,81 on the basis of filler metal which is deposited molten and later solidifies as
Moriguchi's theory of incompatible strains 191. This method cooling begins. Part 2 is the part of the joint that melts antd later
consists of assuming an incompatible strain distribution in the resolidifies during cooling. Both these parts define the weld
weldm'nt and calculating the residual stresses on the basis of metal. Part 3 is the heat-affected zone (HAZ), defined for steel
the theory of elasticity, recognizing that this incompatibility as that part of the joint in which the maximum temperature
is a form of singularity in an elastic stress field. Analyses using reached is above tile A I but below the sotlidus temperature
singular points, such as a concentrated load or a center of di- Finally, Part 4 is the base metal.
lation, for solving stress problems under various boundary These four thermal histories and the related changes inC conditions are well established and can thus be very useful for physical properties are shown in Fig. 5 for the case of a single-
analyzing residual stresses under similar boundary condi- pass weld 1141.
tions.

One imajor drawback of this method, however, is that it is
very difficult to estimate the distribution of the incompatible Analysis of heat transfer during welding
strains. In some representative cases the (listribution has be en The imp)rtance of accurately predicting the temperature
found experimentally 1101. On that basis, estimates can then distribution during welding has bx'en recognized for iian years
bei made for other similar situations. by both scientists and 'ngiiieers working with welding prob-

It is nevertheless felt that since the advent of tile modern lems. This importance stems from the fact that most of the
digital computer a more accurate prediction of the residual phenomena subsequently encomlteresl, such as residual siress'N,
stress distribution can be made by simulating the i)henomena distortion, and metallurgical changes, hav their origin ill the
that occur during tile welding process. uineven temp'rature (list ribitioi and flit' fast Ieating arid

Computer sitnulation-To accurately simulate the cooling rates that occur (iring It' %%chling op'ration.
tberio-meclianical behavior of a weld, or for this matter anv All of tlit earlv attempts at solving Ih probnl ft heat flNs

* phenomenon that involves bo th thermal and stress analysis, one during welding were anal tical in naturt sincet' they were per-
should start from first principles, which in this case is tile first formed Ibxfore the advent l tlie computer. 's a consetqu'nce
law of therrnod v nainlics. This would mean that one, would several simlifirng assuimptions had to I, mrade, to alhiw for the

solhtion of Ill(' hiigbhl, nonlinear governing partial differit ial
equation and the acci npan ing oiindar\ conrditions. Starting
in the inid-sixties, hi uw'er, several investigators I oiu aroirnd
the witrld have used thl co iu ittr tt n1 ericaliv predict tilt'

* t h"rrutherIal histo r\ hiring wt'lding with much grt'att'r acr'urac\.
As witl; an\i cll: M\ lt's t'r rtgi eiring pr tlems, fit' choi'e of

%% h ithr to list' an analil or a numetrical sotition has to be
I r//ast'd ii a c' ist vt'rsus acira'v\ t radtht f Anals ical solutions
ant' uillch iniort it'.sjx'risi'.' and, flhitii.ri s asaccirat' as the

, ©) WELD METAL nii'rical t,s. provide nitvtrtlit'ss for lit'- establishnt of
lthe ge'ral las s and thus facilitate a good uniderstanding of the

A © HAZ

BASE METAL tmpt h' tij w ihhir ' wdiui t a, i , i uupii.0iir. at \% lih
i1i.' ,nivthm t ,i ,l twit taik, . w 1~,' I 1der c(11,iqh l ,m ('-nditimis 1h,!,

Fig. 4 The four parts of a weld subjected to different thermal h,lnlt.r.iiii ., i .l . , ( , I F,) ,; I- d u, So , , hdli d u l ti
histories t,' m u ar.rhti t I . \%lit I Ih hI -Is. is.aI, iA - i t

Reidu4i St+ [),w WOIs



f" phenomena involved. On the other hand, the more expensive HEAT FLOW STRESS

numerical solutions are necessary whenever accuracy is of ANALYSIS ANALYSIS

paramount importance, as for example when a metallurgical WELDMETA i .
characterization of the weld metal and the HAZ is needed, or
when a subsequent stress analysis to determine the transient L
strains and residual stresses is required.

Closed-form analytical solutions
Fundamental solutions-The first exact analytical solutions

of the problem of heat flow during welding were obtained by
Rosenthal 15-171 in the late 1930's and early 1940's, although
a particular case was considered independently at around the LR PLCP
same time by Boulton and Lance Martin 1181. Rosenthal solved
the conventional heat conduction differential equation for
constant point, line, and plane heat sources moving at a constant

U speed with respect to a fixed Cartesian coordinate system. To PARENT METAL
facilitate easier handling of the problem, hie assumed that
welding was performed over a sufficient length so that the
temperature distribution around the heat source would not
change if viewed from a coordinate system moving with the
heat source. This phenomenon is called quasi-stationary or - ABSORPTION OF LATENT HEAT DURING MELTING

quasi-steady state. Additional assumptions were madeas fol- 3 RELEASE OF LATENT HEAT DURING SOLIDIFICATION

lows: P - ABSORPTION OF LATENT HEAT DURING PHASE TRANSFORMATION

1. The physical properties of the conducting medium are FPL - RELEASE OF LATENT HEAT DURING PHASE TRANSFORMATION

constant. FPv - VOLUME SHRINKAGE DURING PHASE TRANSFORMATION

2. The heat losses through the surface of the conducting PVR - VOLUME EXPANSION DURING PHASE TRANSFORMATION

medium to the surrounding atmosphere are neglected. SEV - YIELD STRESS AND YOUNG'S MODULUS VANISH

L 3. Heat created in electric welding by the Joule effect is SER - YIELD STRESS AND YOUNG'S MODULUS RECOVER
negligible.

4. The phase changes and the accompanying absorption Fig. 5 Thermal histories and related changes of physical properties
or release of latent heat in the conducting medium are ne- of the four weld parts
glected.

5. The conducting medium is infinitely large in the two-
dimensional case (line heat source) and semi-infinitely large h '2
in the three-dimensional case (point source). (,\v) 2 + hI 2 (3)

Based on the foregoing assumptions Rosenthal developed the +
following exact solutions for the two- and three-dimensional where hI and h 2 are the heat-transfer coefficients, assumed
cases, respectively (see Fig. 3): constant, at the top and bottom of the plate, respectively.

Furthermore, by using the so-called "method of images" or
0- - 2 • -e " Ku(Xvr) (1) "image source method" 1161, one can get solutions for the cases

27rkit of large but finite thickness and/or finite breadth plates. For
Q- ) e_ example, a three-dimensional solution for laying a weld bead

" 'C(2) on the top of a finite-thickness plate with adiabatic boundary
conditions can be obtained by adding an infinite series to

here equation (2), yielding

fl = initial temperature ( - e-Al "

Q = total heat input 2rk
11 = plate thickness je-A' + - [e-X!tR. e-ArR,'

=X -c rt R . F +R, R, (
V= welding (or arc travel) speel
t= tiTle "here

ixy.z) fixed (Cartesian coordinate system R, = Ik- + y2 + (2n - z) 2
11 2

r +y 1) 2

R + + z R = 1j 2 + y 2 + k2nlf + z)21' 2
k = htrmal condictivit, Following these initial developments man\ investigatorsI,,\ k jm" = & = thermal diffusivity! e = trfnsa(it tested the validity of the proposed equations experimentall\.

c lN 1 ifi h)(. .XA thorough exx)sition of these works can be found in Myers et

K " m o ndified Wss'l function ofheaint kind and zero al 1l91. o(minents on this subject are reported in a later st-, -
rd'r thion.

.NI)odifirations to fundamental solutions ---Looking at dhata
For the (ase of thin plates (two-dlimensional solution) on thernial conductivity, specific heat, and density one fin(Is

I~os'rhal 1 1 fil and other investigators have suggested that heat that all these plarameters are highly dependent upon temper-
lo,,%,s through the surface to the surrounding atmosphere might ature. thus making the constant-properties assumption of the
have to he taken into account hy replacing in tl. i',ssel function analytical solutions unrealistic, especially for the regions close
of equation ( I ) the factor X\r t% to the heat source where the material exhibits very high tem-

Res-idual Stresses Due to Welding 5
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Table 1 Values of arc elficlefcy for various processes imaginary ones with respect to the top and bottom surfaces,
respectively. All other quantities have been previously de-

Christensen 1231 Rykalin 1251 Tsai 1261 fined.
Three-dimensional finite heat source model-Most inves-

GMAW ... 0.65 to 0.5 0.80 to'0.90 tigators agree that perhaps the most critical input required foraluminum 0.70 to 0.85 the welding thermal analysis is the power, Q, that enters the
( SAW 0.90 to 0.99 0.90't(0.99 0.85'to 0.98 plate or section being welded. It is customary to express this

SMAW ... ... total heat input by the formula
mild steel, ac 0.66 to 0.85 0.65 to 0.85 0.55 to 0.90

(TAW ... ... ... Q =aV. (6)
mild steel, ac 0.22 to 0.48 0.20 to 0.50
mild steel, '!c 0.36 to 0.46 0.45 to 0.75 ... where V and I are the arc voltage and current, respl etively,
aluminum, ac 0.21 to 0.43 0.20 to 0.50 ... their product giving the electric arc power. The other pa-

rameter in the equation (6), 1?, is called arc efficiency; it rep-
GMAW = gas metal arc welding. resents the ratio of the power introduced by the arc into the
SAW = submerged arc welding.
SMAW = shielded metal arc welding. metal to the total electric arc power. In other words it provides
GTAW = gas tungsten arc welding. a semi-empirical way of taking into account the various heat

losses that occur through electrode tip heating, radiation to the
surrounding atmosphere, metal spatter, etc.

peratures. It is desirable to predict the high-temperature region Arc efficiency, %, is heavily dependent on the welding
as accurately as possible, however, since it is this region that is process used, the penetration achieved, the shielding gas and
directly related to the size of the plastic zone and the accom- many other factors that make it very difficult to predict. It is
panying residual stresses and distortion. therefore estimated either through experimental measurements

Researchers at M.I.T. 120-22] adopted the iteration method using the calorimetry method [23-25] or through semiempirical
to take into account the temperature dependence of material correlations with the weld width in the case of single-pass
properties. The fundamental heat source solution with ma- welding 126!. Values of the arc efficiency for various welding
terial properties at some temperature, say 300'C (5720 F), processes as proposed by several investigators are given in Table
provides the first approximate solution at a particular point. I.
This temperature is compared with the initial guess and if the Of equal importance to the magnitude of the total heat input
two temperatures disagree by more than 0.5°C, new properties is its distribution. At the solutions presented earlier a point or
are found for a temperature halfway in between. Th, 'new line heat source was assumed. As Rykalin 1251 and other in-
values are used to obtain a new temperature estimate. The vestigators report, however, a more realistic approach is to as-
process is repeated until convergence is reached. It should be sume a Gaussian radial heat flux distribution of the form
pointed out that although this iteration method generally gives q(r) = qo" e -  (7)
goo l predictions outside the fusion zone, there is no guarantee where
that it will converge to the correct solution since the approxi-
mation used may not satisfy the energy conservation law. q0 = maximum heat flux at center of heat spot

In addition, the conventional point heat source closed from = CQ/ir, lW/cra2]
solution fails to give good results in the case of multipass C = teat flux concentration coefficient = 3/rh,, [cm -2 1
welding. This is due to the fact that the solution is bha d on the r = radial distance from center of heat spot, Icm
point source being located at the to,) surface of the plates being rh = radius of heat spot, [cm]
welded.

To accomnmodate the miltipass welding case, a modification Equation (7) is valid for a stationary arc. wligh-speed cine-
-Of the solution was made [21 enabling one to locate the heat matography reveals, however, that during welding, when the

source at any point through the plate's thickness. It thus be- arc is movig, the arc coltmn is not radially symmetric but
comes possible to simulate each welding pass tn positio:ing tit( rather distorted b)ackwards. This observation led Tsai 1261 to

point source at the center of the pass. propose the following equation for the arc heat distribition

The basic assumptions of the comentional sohtion were ke)t instead of equation (7):

the same. Furthermore, the adiabatic boiundar% conditions on q" -
the top aln( txittoni surfaces of the plate were satisfied i)y using

* the method of images. The obtained solitioin can then he v'% whe're all the sybols have be'er e"iotusl defined.pressed by the( fiollmwing equation: weealtesmshv e ~m osydfnd
Based oi the preceding disc Issiofi it is e\ ident that in order

+ ) • e- rk tio liore accuratel. describe the temperature (list ri)it ion and
4 =i c+'lint rates in tin' region clhse to tie wehl more realistic as-

It slf i pt iris sihouild be ip' m v A thinree-dlimfiensiol liaIf inite~

,, +
-+ ] Ii:hatsourci' m idel fir sil infi the gvernig partial diferiitial

R 7 1 3otio of heat transfr was thus develoiped [2 fnder tin
where l ing asstinptilns.

I. Q(iiasi-sta tiiinar \ stite, that is. st ead(, -state coi nd itiills
R, , + -'+ T, -ith reslect toa (i'r(linate s\steni imising \Nith the leat
R,= s y2 +- koB,, - z) 2  sourc,

2 'Th heat input is p)riyided bi\ a i tiving thrie-dil'n-

()T,, = ( )B,,- + 2.IF iral skel\(ed m r nall, d ist ribii tie at so rce fil i I i t i he

,Urfa'e of the plate and given l,\ ('luiatio (81.• ()B = )T,,- + 2. G
:3. The thermnal conductivity of the material, k, is assumed

with F and G being the distances of the pIiint heal sur'e fro In to N a linear hi tuction iif temperature. 1) given b\
the top and bottom surfaces of the plate, res[xctiel\, and )T,,
and OB& the distances of tite point heat source friir tihi' nt I kt) k, ,. I + (t - l(,, (9)

6 kei( ual Str(,YS Du tW vol (i
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where ko is the value of the thermal conductivity at the initial Table 2 Temprature dependence of heat convection coefficient
plate temperature 6o and 'y the proportionality coefficient.

4. The thermal diffusivity of the material, K, is assumed to h[Btu/sec in.2 RI
be constant. 0- 0(RI Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

5. Convective and radiation boundary heat losses from the
plate's surface are taken into account through a constant av- 100 0.2 x 10- 5 0.2 x 10- 5 0.1 X 10-4
erage effective" heat-transfer coefficient h, which can be 500 0.5 x 10-s 0.1 x 10- 4  0.6 x 10- 4

different for the top and bottom surfaces, plate. 1000 0.1 X 10- 4  0.2 X 10- 4  0.1 X 10-3
6. The initial temperature of the plate, (,, .n be different 5000 0.58 X 10- 3 0.58 X 10- 4  0.6 X 10- a

from the environmental (ambient) temperature, 0e, to allow 50000 0.12 x 10-2 0.12 X 10
- 2 0.12 X 10- 2

for preheating. NOTE: 01 = surface temperature.
7. Phase transformation and Joule heating effects can be 0, = environmental temperature.

neglected.
The final result obtained from this model is given in Ap-

pendix 1. t+,"ATM = t,+ At0_0- ) + Ao (1)
Numerical solutions Equation (10) represents the heat flow equilibrium at time

Since the advent of the electronic digital computer several t+a.At, where 0<oa <1 and a is chosen to obtain optimum
serious efforts have been made to numerically solve field, and stability and accuracy in the solution. Furthermore, the so-
in particular, heat-transfer, problems. And although the finite lution using these equations corresponds to the modified
difference method had initially the edge, the advantages of the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme.
finite-element method, especially if coupled with thermal stress Boundary conditions-Convection and radiation boundary
analysis, are more and more recognized today. conditions are taken into account by including the matrices _Kc

Over the Nears many finite-element programs have thus been and tKr and the vectors + -At and t + in Q? i equation
developed that are capable of pt rforming heat-transfer anal- (10). Additional external heat ow input on tte boundary is
vses. Several iof these codes can take various nonlinearities into specified in I "-,a Q as surface heat flow input. Prescribed
account in a more or less sophisticated manner. One of the temperature conditions can also be specified.
most sophisticated ones is ADINAT (Automatic Dynamic In- With respect to the welding problem these boundary con-
cremental Nonlinear Analysis for Temperatures) developed by ditions can be stated in more detail as follows:
Bathe and co-workers 127,281 over a period of years. Some 1. Convection heat losses from the plates' surfaces can be
details of this program %,,ill be discussed later. It suffices here modeled according to Newton's linear law
to mention that A\DINAT can take into account temperature-
dependent material properties as well as nonlinear convection qs = h • (0, - Os) (12)
and radiation boiinidarN conditions, where h is the temperature-dependent convection coefficient,

The discussion so far dealt with multipurpose heat-transfer 0, the environmental temperature, and Os the surface tem-
finite-element method (FENI) programs. Concurrently, perature at the point under consideration. There issomedif-
however, several investigators concerned with the welding ficulty in estimating the temperature dependence of h. Al.-
probl, have developed similar programs. Ihibbit and Marcal though most previous investigators considered h to be constant,
11:31 develolp'd such a program in 1973 which was later used efforts were made at MI.T. to rationally estimate it on the basis
by other investigators too. At M.1 T. a team headed by Ma- of past semi-empirical studies. Table 2 provides the three
subuchi also developed similar programs in the early 1970's 120, different sets of values tested. Discussion on the obtained re-
29,301 Friedman 1:31 3:31 has also made substantial contri- suits are made later.
butions in the case of (TA welding working at the Westing- 2. Radiation heat losses are very significant in the vicinity
house 'lectric Corporation's Bettis Atomic Power Labora- of the weld metal because of the large difference between the
tors surface and environmental temperatures. These losses are

modeled according to the quartic Stefan-Boltzman law
the various aspects of the welding prohlem are discussed at the
appropriate places in the inext subsections, wNvhere some details q, = a A (0, - ll 4 ) (13)
(i the inite-elment f<ormidatiii of the welding heat transfer where
problem art, presented

Gove'rning equation ---Tht governing incre'nental isopara- a = Stefan-Boltzman constant
i etric finite-eltment equations for the nonlinear heat-transfer ( = emissivity of surface
problem (an he- " rit'en in matrix formi as follows 27,,22S A = shape factor

0, = sink temperature
V + 'K' +- 'K' A. - Q =.y 0_ , _ ( = surface temperature

+ , .. l Q IQ IIt) InthemI. IT. studies the shapxe factor was taken to be i, , and

rthe emissivity coefficient 0.8.
:3. Temperatures can be prescribed at any point and;/or

rlAl I, .. . , I l) sirf:,'e of a weldnient. Such a case, however, seldom arises in
w'l.. ig analyses.

%tbert 'K is tle eff'tiv' cnduti6vjt\ matrix at time t con- 4. The heat input during welding is modeled using the
st iig ftit' cinut tit\, .onlinear convection, arid radiation concept of arc efficiency. For the space distribution of the heat

matrices. t 'Qis the heat ft 1o %ector i nc ding tlt' eft'cts inpit, a consistent formuila tion should be adopted assuning a
of siirfac,' heat fl7 i mints. internal heat generation and tei- tuliforni list ribution over the top of each weld bead, Finally,
ix-rature-dele'ndent heat caipacit%, . , Q" ' is tilt' 'ffet'ti h ti tni' distribution of the heat input is modeled in such a wav
heat floA Nector. arid 2tAi is the IntCrem1eot ill nodal -point that the passing of the arc over the cross section examined couitl
te'mnpratirt s in teiration i ke siriulated (a linear increase as the arc approaches, uniforiii

R ep ; lJial S ,r uer to W e htd c 7



as the( ari' travels over the cross sectionf, followed by a linear predetermined number of elements at predetermined time
(iecrease). instances, thus enabling one( to model thle laying of a bead by

Time integration schemnes-A family of one-step methods specifying the appearance of the elements representing it at thle
1:341 is considered for the time integration using thle parameter time it physically appears 1271.
It. The scheme is fo''. 'to be unconditionally stable for ixa
I! andl to gerierall give b~etter solution accuracy when at = 1

(S (ule bakwar mehod. Fnall th moifie Netonit- Analysis of transient strains and residual
erat ion is guaranteed to converge provided] the time step At stessiuso edn
small enough. Using thle temperature distributions predicted onl the basis

Material properties -One of the significant features of the of the techniques described in the previous section, one can
finite-element method is that it canl take into account any calculate the transient strains, transient stresses and residlual
nonlinear dependence of the material physical properties with stresses due to welding since the problem is assumned to be un-
tenipt-rature, something that is %very important in the welding coupled. The calculation of strains and stresses, however, posoes
analysis, Furthermore, it canl incorporate the latent heat of a much more formidable problem than the one encountered
fusion or of any solid-state material transformation, which in the heat-transfer analysis, making the use of numerical
cannoot be furnished by closed-form analytical solutions 11:3, techniques a necessity. These difficulties stem from the(
:331 complicated t hermal-elastic-plastic state developed in and

Dimnensionality of problern - At first glance even thle simpler around the( weld metal duiring welding.
welding heat-transfer analy sis looiks as a three-dimensional one. Two general techniques have been developed to solve the
If thlt assumptions are mnade, however, that the welding heat p~roblem. One is a simp~le one-dimensional analysis and the
source (arc) is moving at at constant speed along a regular path other at more sophisticated one based oni thle finlite-element
for example, at straight line in at planar wveld), that the weld methodi. Both wvill he c'onsidIeredl here, although emphasis will

sposed is suiff iciently high relative to the( material's characteristic he placed] oilti te latter.
di ffuio~n rate, ani that end effects resu l t ing from eit her i niti- Oedmninlaayi
at io ot r term inat ion tof ti( liethat sourice c-aft be neglected, the Oedmn nlaayi
th ree-dli menionaI c ha ract er of tielt eat -t ranrsfer proble1m calli The tine-dimensional model for calIculat ing stresses parallel

Ito- simfil if ied -Fil, c-an Ile achiv sid 1, s anal zin fi cross sect ion to Itt ( weld lil t(- onN wvas first developed iui I 964 by Tall 1:361.
* t~~~~f tit'. %%etldiuront of tuinit thItick ness an nloc ated( iii the moid lengt It tUsinfg this nmodel, Niasuhuch i, Sitnins, an k11 ottr oe1371 devel-

rtegi (of the wt'Id 2,31 1. (('(I a it tptter progranm whiicli was later fmtod1 if ied al( fin)I ~-
Molt'n -1)001 mtode'ling -Tilit' ieat-t rafisfer fnt'chafiisfit in provedl both at MI. T. anid clsewliert' 120-22,38,391.

tlt' %%el n1 fieta I. x het fltent ft is ex~t remtetly ciomnple'x a jid its Th li basic assum itptio 1(Ifinherefnt in the of e-d inii f sii tna stress

ph ysics are fit twell tontterstoot d aso(f ttlhi These cotnplm'xitit's arialy sis is that tit'- onN lvstrests presentit is thle oilie pa ralIlIl to the(
arise iio t totIN from th e it difficult% inviotlvedl ti modelinfg til lit' wth Iit', (T,, and that thiiis stress is at funt ito (of thlit trafnsverst'
weld iftg arc lit'at filli\ ci rret tIs. I)[it alsuo frim fthett behav ior of tlistantct' f rofi t htex wtld ceterl ine only As a conf setquence'(, tile
t'e ci ftvect e mtion i t of th lit'nttltti ttal, lie termnal pro p- eq u iIilibriuImft confd itions( art' nitot sat isfited. D espite t his, lit wever.

crticso the bt' oel It't itta)i incluti g tit' phiast' t ransfotrfmat ionts it appears that tilt' ob tainted stoltio ns corrviatt' reastIfahl v well
that take place (hirirng intitifig antd solitdificationf), thle electric \k itli i'xttrifitnital dlata ft certaifn cases, ats will he further e'x-
hftatifng (lt( ' tilt-i cuirre'nt flils if lit lt ist' netal, tilt' lsttirdar plirt'd

ogizefiitd theise ifificultie's afnd Itav' trit'd tit find ways tol ap- In Tall 1361; th 'lfttcomptt'r ('(sit inrtplt'tlitittg titi' lllttiin \%itli
plroxifmate' tilt' thoitfltia imle tlte i t'st tmodifications caft ibt founrtil t 122

A lohk at tilt- ax ailalIlt literattire' rcvials that thitre' art' getl- Ti't algtwitluu ftr silting tlit'- prilemtti is ha'..'i Itt( ettttll
t'rall threlit't' foas tr hatndinirg tiit( ItroIcit -''t( first ilit, still (If sticct'ssist' elastic sltionfs ats ptrtpsed't lIr Me'fdt'ist 1-40
atl its telt''tping stati's. tries it, rtdt'rstatl ,tru m i seqt'tl \ 'Til' prttgrafit caril take ifnto accoitil t tt'ttetratlirl depen-
fIlathlt'iaticali\ Itllti te ph sical pittiltttt fsolved. that tlttit' ofI all tfatt'rial prlljttrtit's. amI t\ Itt ill strain llardt'rit
is. theliti ltl% 1(. till co'ttftt''tet heat tranisfer. etc 35! Sitnce' atid cart sulsl ix lwa-lo-I'att' t'1151'., arld buttt swldso(f flat plates

no us fi't's,;r glal sli 51ll n tltii titi' a\(tt.~ tils approachl 'initttilln'itn \Itl nto ilt nu curnet.tcWn

vantb ecaI it( ollieds[iltol alas lcltltdi Isrdb it



can be handled more accurately using numerical techniques so that at any time r during the response the stress is given by
such as the finite-element method. the constitutive law for an isotropic thermo-elastic material

One of the first applications of FEM to weld problems was rs = T P -eC -ej T
1

)

presented by ltibbitt and Marcal 131, who considered a = Crs(es - re.rs - e , -e)
thermo-mechanical model for the welding and subsequent with C,, denoting a component of the elastic constitutive
loading of a fabricated structure. Their model simulates GMA tensor.
welding processes and accounts for temperature-dependent The thermal strains are
material properties. Friedman 131-331 also developed fi-
nite-element analysis procedures for calculating stresses and Te0 rs - 0R)b, (19)
distortions in longitudinal butt welds. These procedures are where 'am is the average thermal expansion coefficient, 0 R is
applicable to planar or axisymmetric welds. Rybicki and co- the reference temperature, and 6,, the Kronecker delta. This
workers 1411 have developed similar procedures. At M.I.T. a term can be modified to include, in addition to the thermal
team headed by Masubuchi has also developed two-dimensional strain, the strains that are induced from the solid phase trans-
finite-element programs capable of performing plane-strain formations occurring during the heating and cooling stages of
and plane-stress analyses (1,20,29,301. the thermal history 12,47 1.

Japanese investigators have also been very active in the field. The creep strains can be determined by any of a number of
Ueda and co-workers 114], Satoh et al 1421, and more recently different approaches proposed in the literature. Given that
Fujita and Nonoto 1431 have all developed models to calculate in the welding problem the time intervals at high temperature
transient strains and residual stresses due to welding based are short, however, creep can be neglected.
primarily on the initial strain method. For the plastic strains, 'ep, the situation is more complicated.

A recent report [441 contains an annotated bibliography of Although the classical theory of isothermal plasticity is a well-
research efforts in the area that have been published since tested one, extension of the theory to nonisothermal cases is
1977. difficult to substantiate experimentally. Several investigators

In this subsection some details on the finite-element formu- have proposed modifications but very few experiments have
lation of the welding stress problem are presented. Although been performed. Relatively good agreement between theory
the disc'ission pertains to the multipurpose nonlinear stress fi- and experiments has generally been reported but for temper-
nite-element program ADINA 145,46], it is felt that what is atures up to about 538C (1000°F) only. During welding,
discussed can be equally well applied to any similar code. though, the temperatures rise to above the A I temperature

Finite-element formulation-Some basic considerations 1654'C (1210°F) for steelI inside the HAZ-base metal boundary
regarding the thermo-elastic-plastic and creep constitutive and above the liquidus temperature in the weld metal. For
model used in conjunction with ADINA are discussed in the lack of any alternative, however, the same nonisothermal theory
following. of plasticity can be used throughout the temperature range
The governg incremental finite-element equations for the encountered in welding problems.

problem canbe wvrittcri as 1451 The general form of the yield or loading function for mul-
-KAU',l =, I AR - t + .%,Fi- 11 (14) tiaxial stress conditions 4

r where 'K is the tangent stiffness matrix corresponding to time F('(,'%, 5TrY) (20)
AT, R is the nodal-point external force vector at time t + At: where Ttij and 'ra, are functions of the history of plastic de-

l -tF"- is a vector of nodal-point forces that are equivalent, formation and temperature. For elastic behavior, 'F < 0. and
in the virtual work sense, to the internal element stresses at time for plastic behavior 'F = 0. As a consequence of Drucker's
t + At and iteration i - I postulate for stable plastic materials. 'F defines a convex surface

*in the stress-temperature space. It is also assumed that the
F ,-= _BTrt -A-I~dt (15) isothermal normality condition remains valid, so that

an( AU"' is the increment in nodal-point displacement in it- - (21)-- ,, =(21)
eration i a' (ril

-It[U = N1 ,1 -1 + At"U (16) where 'X isapositivescalar. Theselection of a hardening rile
is also required for the calculation of 'X. In ADINA either

The solution using equation (14) corresponds to the molified isotropic0o kinematic hardening can be assumed Because
Newton-Raphson iteratio n prcedure which is helpful in ia- cyclic plasticity is expected in the welding problem, the kine-
proving the soltio accuracy and in nany cases in preventing matie hardening mechanism, thought bv man, to better model
the devcelopment of nmierical instabilities. The convergence the phenomena involved, should be chosen. The assumptions
of the iteration can be accelerated using the Aitken method or. involved in this mechanism are that the size of the yield surface
in conlplex material nonlinear cases (like the welding problem), depends on the temperature only, whereas the translation rate
improved using the BFGS (Brovden-Fletcher-(;oldfarb- of the yield surface in the stress space depends on the plastic
Shanno) matrix tipdating mnethod i461. strain rate.

In the tierno-elastic-plastic and creep mtih'l, and assming Further details on the nnerical aspects of the problem can
inf initesimial strains, the total strain at t mw r. 'is. is ass"ned be found in 1461.
to I e given bi Geoinctry and houndar/ (oiditions .\ cross section of the

+ - , + 7 welinient in its ni(llength can Ile used to calculate the transient
strains, transient stresses, and residual stresses due to welding.

%% here This is rationalized IN the fact that for relatively long plates the
Selsi. naxinmun stresses are develop'd in this region. Furthermore.

"1', p elastic strain the plarte-strain assum ption 'an be used (that is. all plane sec-o :. lastic stai
, tntions normal to the weld line remain plane during the entire,(= creep strain welding process)

CTI = thermal strain The bovndar% conditions to lx used in the analysis should be

Residual Stresses Die tn Welding 9
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0 EXPERIMENT No. 3 (25 mm FROM WELD LINE)

- CALCULATION (ARC EFF 0.7)

100

0 20 30 40 50 100 Z00 300 400 500 TIME

Fi. Temperature distribution -an.,lysis versus experiment (bead-on-plate weld; line heat
source)

such so as to allow free expansion of the weld ment in the situations involving highly nonlinear material behavior like the
transverse direction as well as bending. At the same time the one encountered in the welding problem. It is therefore nec-
structure should be properly restrained to eliminate all possible essary to perform several numerical experiments prior to a full
modes of rigidl-boxly motion; otherwise the stiffness matrix will analysis of the problem.
not be positive definite.

The foregoing holds for a relatively thick weldmneit. hInthi' Experimental verification of models
case of a thin plate, a plane-stress analysis can alternativelN be
performed over the top surface of thet plate (assumning negligible In the p~revious two sections varioius analytical and numerical
through-thickness stress gradients). mnethods for the predlictiOn Of teinper~ittre, transient strain, andl

Material properties -The temperature dependence of residlual stress tlistrihtiti. is due to wvelding were describe'd. It
Young's modulus E, Poisson*- ratio. v,. virgin yield stress, oi,., was suggestedl that these methods could be very usetfuil to de-
and strain hardening modulus, FEr, are all required input for signers and fabricators; for the predliction oif residual stresses.
the thermo-elastic-plastic modlel used Before thec methods canl be Awideix used. however, the level of

A woird of ('autiton is a ppro pria Ic at IthIis pin t as far ats the con f idence in their p~redlict ive ca pabi lit ies should be wvell e
material properties albo ve thl liidi s tern) lera ttire, are' ciiri- t abhIished Tbhis c-anlie (It don icN co m paring their predict ions
cernet. The material doets rio a iay ally st ret gth %%~~hen nite %tNi s it ii resu lts olbtainted friom ,,Nsteutatie serie s of e' xeriments that
since all its mechanical pri-i teits arc- zero. Bu t duert' If ill - cover dliffe'rent cases enicountitered iii practice. Tlhroui gh Ilese
merica I considera tiotns, zeit ) tr ert ics canlnit geut'ra lv lie compt~a risonirs tilet, inal tica id( tumerical moiadels c-ar ie, tested
entered as input to the pritgnr I line' to avoid amy itista- and modified where ne('issarx
hi lit ies (or even dIivisions lb% zerol t 'n siral II aI ii's fo r I. . I Durinrg the past tet ior so yea rs efforts toissa rds t his go al ha ve
anrd El, should be used a hi v' tit-1 (llqts teipe1) rattIlri' I xii ('Ititriiislv made lix st'vera I \1I..T. ill est igabins. Tllit

A not her poinit is the acciui 1 a lio rof plastic st raills in Ill, restIs have,( been'publishied iii a ni nblcr iof theses, reix irts. a rid
regions that becomne inot et dir ri ig the Nsim I lt 1( wxd Vhitt pa pers !2,4,5,20) 22.26,29:30,37 ,:3847 . Ini thiis set it iii St Hlt'

the temtperatutre reachlits tilit, lit1 ii s Itese pla sti e s na inls arn't- if tilit iiost recetnt i ilest igat ions will 1x' rt ;x irtt At the satite
physically rceeed. Startirngz Ito ,cctitmlaiti atflll \%lt ilt' timle tlt,' capabtilities anid limiitatitois oif the several ittethiodol-
metal Sol idif ies. Thte prnise'rcc f nitt/i'rt, mia tei 'rIal proriet lls t git's %% ill hb' discuissed
abov'e the liqoidits. htiw exin wit\%tild ( atlst [fit, plastie strairls ntit
Oils to conitintie aiccumuiilatirng but al.,it li rt',cli antificiall liil Tlemperatuare distributions
values oiwing to thie evr\ litx nia~gtniturtl of thei icthanlical Line licat sourtiT li restigati' the')r'lci\ecpblte
properties. It was tlitreftri' rtt'ei'sars to nliidlf\ AIlN* I , (f tlt- linti heal sitlinc' Stillltittrl. i'\J1wriit'rts petrftiri'tl A ti
imiposinig a ttal relief tif ))lastie. Aransil 5%%hin tlii mlaterial Ii37-nifth~ iek (I I ill (i~xl"i altirtninumri all(,\ pilate's V4,i were
melts. Arial\ ze'd Ix'adlitr-plaitt x\i'lds using thte (N A\\\ )irttss t''

Solution .strategy~ ( )ill of tlt- mosI't inq)ta~llt dielsiotis ait peirfolrmetdI %%itl irt airc \tltagi' ttf 19 V, are clirret't tif 24)) V.
analyst has to itake w hen pe'rforitnrg a ioliliiar rtI(i-ircrittal a.ii \% i'Ilirtgl spitt) 11 1 1) 0illi sic I 5 ) 1Itt stec I lT'e plati's

stres s analysis is the soiltiiin strat'gx to it' follissetl. Ixtairsi' S'ti' 7 th 2 Ilts 3 i 8 ) 1 ) l ltl. ir 1 5I 7 lfIt I I IN itt \ Wi(lt' Figure'

the acctirac% and( die coeilx'gentle cha~rttirisiR s 'if tilt' ittitioi 6 sltiss It lja IJI(L i'xqiriritiriall 6tainod, dlatat comptare' wit
depend kve\nu ich tin it Tibs is t'speeiall\ trull fir crtipli'\l titil lt!~ )ri-lictittsi _' t 1\\i p)iits liwaltod 251 alnd 76
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mm (1 and 3 in.) away from the weld centerline and on the e [c
midsection of the plate (quasi-stationary state). It can be seen
that the correlation is very favorable. Note that this would not ANALYSIS
be the case if locations closer to the weld centerline were con- 10.2 mm
sidered because of the singularity (heat source) present on this 500 1. smm
line. EXPERIMENT

Similar good predictions have been obtained when plates up IO.2me
to about 12.7 nim (/2 in.) in thickness and bead-on-plate or butt _,-- % 17.80mm
welded using conventional processes were analyzed. In ad-
dition, analyses of plates up to 25.4 mm (1 in.) thick and welded
using high-energy-density welding processes (electron beam 300-
and laser) seem to accurately predict temperature distributions
1491.

A common characteristic of all the cases for which the line ,
heat source solution gives reasonably accurate predictions at
points some distance away from the weld centerline is the
presence of negligible temperature gradients in the plate's 100
thickness direction (two-dimensional heat transfer). This
characteristic can therefore be used as a criterion for when such
a solution cal be utilized. I

Finite heat source-As previously mentioned, the line heat -5 0 5 o 15 20

source solution does not give accurate results at points close to t [sec]
the weld centerline, even for thin plates, the reason being that Fig. 7 Comparison of finite heat source solution with experimental
the heat source introduces a singularity which does not model data for a 3.2-mm-thick welded plate
the phenomena in this area properly This difficulty, however,
can be overcome by the three-dimensional point heat source Finite-element solution-To test the predictive capabilities
mo(lel discussed in an earlier section. f t em e acc u te on lin er te pr e tve ap a nsfe r

To test this proposition, experimental results previously ob- of the more accurate nonlinear finite element heat-transfer
L tained 1261 when welding a 3.2-mm-thick (/8 in.) low-carbon program ADINAT, a series of experiments involving the mul-steel plate were analyzed The welding speed was 3.80 tipassGMAweldingof25.4-mm-thick(1in.)HY-130plateswasmm /sec (0.15 in./sec) and the arc power 5000 J/sec. Figure analyzed.7 shows the comparison between experiments and analysis at Figure 9 shows the test plate arrangement for these experi-

two points located 10.2 and 17.8 mm (0.4 and 0.7 in.) away from ments. The weld joint consisted of a double-V groove with a
the weld centerline. As postulated, the finite heat source model
gives good results in this thin-plate case. 8(*F)

Point heat source-The point heat source solution is more
appropriate when relatively thick welded plates, say more than "00 - 0 012.7 mm (V,2 in.), are to be analyzed. This is the case because 12 7 mm FROM WELD LINE

in these instances the heat-transfer problem is a three-dimen-
sional one due to the presence of temperature gradients in the HEAT SOURCE ON TOP SURFACE
thickness direction too. When joining thicker plates, however, 600 -VARIABLE PROPERTIES
more than one welding pass is required, necessitating the use
of tle modificatio.s described at art earlier section (that is, the 0 CONSTANT PROPERTIES
positioning o f th' point source at the center of each pass). HEAT SOURCE IN CENTER OF FIRSTMoreinlr. ne sh,,uld note that as in the line heat source case 500- PASS
the tt'nprature predictions close to th(. weld centerline will .. CONSTANT PROPERTIES
wot ihe ver% accurate due to the singuilarity induced by the
pr'sence of the I ilt slour('t' il remedy the situation some-
what oil( should lin it the maximum temperature calculated 400-
to a fixed value. such as the liIulzidus temperature; otherwise,
artificially high alues will he obtained.

To (m'nl(nstrate till afonrementione ld points the first pass of
a multipass w.l'ding elperimernt oil a 25.4-nm-thick (0 in.) 300 -IY- :130 plate welded ilsing th' (kMAW lrcess was analyzed.
I)etails (If till e''pllrlml'rlts can ib' found inl 12,4,491. Figure 8

lpr'senrts soni' olf the results obtained Shown are the cases of "
('oistant nat riail Iroperties w i thill' I inl heat source located 200 ,
ill, t oll' p uriat'(If 1h,' pIlahIl' cl' ntilnal soluti(on) and at a -
litanlc' It I I w i 1I:375 il )t ront tIl t( ) (sinmu|lating the first
pass If tlhl ac'tual lii ld in ei (' i riient) a ld the case of variable
prolperties titrali I' Sohlitio I I0"

The result, shil ( v'rk thll' ,m 'rt'stitio.t n of temperaturesif il|'( Y'. lo n l )rl .i t heat source is applied even if the

ten'lhratur' variatill III material properti's is c(nsidered..... .. ....
This oerestinuat ion d1 ('vI een ilre pronounced in the high- 0 to 20 30 40 50 60 70 0oI tIniperatur, region (-lost- to the' ,'I(I centerlin~e. Fially. It c

conimparikonl of ti' molified solutions predictions with 'xperi- Fig. 8 Investigation of point heat source solutions (12.7 mm away from
i entall il ll iil (I data rc'veall'd gi0t ('orrelation 121 weld centerline)
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--- o0mm =fact that some uncertainty exists regarding their true values.F1-0M All other variables were kept constant in the four cases.
Cases A2, A3, and A4 are compared with experimentally

obtained results in Fig. 11 for a point on the plate's top surface
E 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) away from the weld centerline and for theE

INSTrRuMENTaTION first welding pass. Considering the same heat input (s=
AREA 0.60), little difference is found between Cases A2 and A3. This

WELD LINE is due to the fact that although higher values for the convection,,' _coefficient were chosen in Analysis A3, these values were not

high enough to significantly alter the heat losses from the top
LI I and bottom surfaces of the plate and consequently 'he tem-
' E perature distribution. A substantial increase in the convectionLi E coefficient was therefore chosen for Case A4; at the same time,

0 however, an increase in the arc efficiency was made to partially
compensate for the higher h and thus to obtain a good estimate
of the maximum temperature reached. As seen in Fig. 11, the
combination of values used in this latter analysis succeeded in
bringing the cooling rate much closer to the experimental one.

Fig. 9 Test plate arrangement At the same time a 4 percent overprediction of the maximum
temperature is observed. The difference, however, was very

U 60-deg included angle in accordance with U.S. Navy specifi- small so that any further analysis was not felt necessary.
cations. The test plate support arrangement consisted of Similar results were found at other points of the plate and for
knife-edge supports located through the whole specimen length the consecutive welding passes. Case A4 always came closest
at 127 and 203 mm (5 and 8 in.) from the weld centerline on at matching the experimentally obtained results.
either side; this way the experiments were performed with the Transient strain and residual stress distributions
specimens completely unrestrained. Twelve passes were
needed to complete the welding with an arc voltage of 25 V, One-dimensional analysis-The same experiments as the

* a travel speed of 5.1 mm/sec (0.2 in. /sec) and a heat input of ones mentioned in the line heat source solution were analyzed
14.6 kJ/cm (37 kJ/in.). Temperatures and transient strains to test the predictive capabilities of the one-dimensional corn-
were measured throughout the welding operation using puter program. Figure 12 shows the longitudinal strain history
Chromel/Alumel adhesive bonded thermocouples and 90-deg at a point 25.4 mm (1 in.) away from the weld centerline.
Rosette electric resistance strain gages, respectively, located at Presented are experimental data and predictions based on the
preselected distances from the weld centerline (the instru- old 1211 and new 122) versions of the program (the most im-
mentation area is shown in Fig. 9). portant modification is a change in the numerical integration

A cross section of the plate at its midlength was analyzed. scheme). It can be seen that the analytical results have a good
Figure 10 shows the finite-element mesh used for the analysis. correlation with the experimentally obtained ones. Similar
Four- to six-node isoparametric elements were used; special care conclusions can also be drawn with regard to the residual stress

was taken not to include any triangular elements in the mesh. distribution 1221.
A total of 77 nodes and 47 elements was utilized. To investigate the limits of the predictive capabilities of the

Table 3 summarizes the four analyses performed. Two one-dimensional model, experiments on 2.5.4-mm-thick (1 in.)
parameters were varied, the arc efficiency, 1,, and the tem- plates welded using the electron beam (EB) and the GMAW
perature variatioti of the convection coefficient, h, given the processes were analyzed. The EB specimens had the same

geometric configuration as the (MA welded ones (described
previously when the finite-element heat-transfer analysis was

T discussed), the only difference being the joint shape which wasA I A square butt in the case of El welding.
Figure 13 shows the comparison between experiment and

analysis of the longitudinal transient strain history, (. in the
EB specimen at two points 17 and 25.4 mm (0.67 and I in.)

O away from the weld centerline. Despite the thickness (If the
specimens 125.4 mm (I in.)I the results show a remarkably good
correlation of analysis and experiment. This can be attributed
to the physics of the El welding process which result in a rel-
atively uniform through-thickness temperature distribution and
a narrow heat-affected zone. As a consequence, stresses a5,4,,, and az are small compared with a.. a fact substantiated

Table 3 Summary of analyses performed

.Analysis /,, ' hi (ase"'

Al1 0.65 1
-A2 0.601 1

A3- ().7n( 2

A4 (1. 71

Fig. 10 Finite-element mesh used in the analysis of the welding ',j,, is th ir" tficivwv uitilized.

problem " oIv ro. I t tih (a n.v,. vresenttId in Vl;1), 2.
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PASS #1 - EXPERIMENT
12.7 mm FROM WELD LINE A4

400. A2, A3

300-

Li

200-

I

TIME (sec

0 5 10 20 40 60 80

Fig. 11 Comparison of finite-element analysis results with experimental data (weld pass
No. 1)

by the experimental data. The assumption of the one-di- commencement of welding, for example, the experimental data
mensional theory that ax is the only stress present is, therefore, show a maximum positive longitudinal strain of about 0.9,
approximately valid. It should be emphasized once more, whereas the analysis predicts a negative longitudinal strain 0.4
however, that these results apply for the midlength of a rela- in magnitude. It is thus apparent that the assumptions involved
tively long plate Ilonger than 457.2 mm (18 in.)], where the in the one-dimensional analysis break down in the case of
maximum possible stresses have been developed and where the multipass GMA welds of thick plates. Experimental data ac-
end effects can be neglected. tually confirm this by showing that the transverse strains are

The comparison between experimental data and analytical of the same order of magnitude as the longitudinal ones.
results for the longitudinal transient strain history in the GMA In conclusion, then, the one-dimensional program seems to
welded specimens at two points 25.4 and 57.2 mm (1.0 and 2.25 be appropriate for analyzing thin plates welded by conventionalr in.) away from the weld centerline is shown in Fig. 14. Here processes or medium-thickness plates welded by one of the
the story is completely different. The correlation is not good, high-energy-density processes.
especially for the closest point; at around 45 see from the Finite-element analysis-The same experiments as the ones

I'

-3000\

A A -CAL. WITH THE OLD PROGRAM

-2000 
---- CAL. AFTER IMPROVEMENT

a EXPERIMENT. TEST NO 3

A ARC EFF 0.7
\.25 4 mm FROM WELD LINE

0 I

A \
A It '

0 20o "30 50 ,oo 200 1000
b 0TIME (sec)

Fig. 12 Longitudinal strain history-analysis versus experiment (bead-on-plate weld;
one-dimensional program)
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- -4-
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Fig. 13 Longitudinal transient strain histories for EB welded specimen Fig. 14 Longitudinal transient strain histories for GMA welded spec-
(experiment and analysis) imens (experiment and analysis)

analyzed for the finite-element heat-transfer problem were also stress analysis. Although some discrepancies have been oh-
used in the stress analysis. The finite-element mesh used was served between the obtained results and experimental data,
also the same (see Fig. 10); now the appropriate nodal restraints considerations of cost and the assumptions made do not allow
were also imposed. much more sophisticated analyses at present. It is expected,

Comparison of the experimentally measured transverse however, that the dramatically decreasing computer costs, to-
transient strain history at a point located at the top surface of gether with developments in the areas of coupled thermo-
the plate is made with the numerically obtained results in Fig. plasticity, will enable investigators to perform more accurate
15. The correlation is relatively good if one takes into account analyses in the future.

* the various assumptions involved in modeling the complex
welding problem. A delay in the transition from tensile to
compressive and again from compressive to tensile strains is
observed in the analysis. The same delay as far as the occur- Part 2
rence of the maximum strain is also exhibited. It is believed
that this phenomenon is primarily due to the relative coarseness Analysis of consequences of residual stresses
of the finite-element mesh, and the complex loading history
present in the welding problem. This part of the paper addresses the problem of analyzing the

Figure 16 shows calculated transient longitudinal stress dis- consequences of residual stresses on the service behavior of
tributions. Compressive stresses exist in the weld metal prior welded structures. A brief introduction on the subject is first
to melting. When the metal is in its molten stage, negligible given, mostly qualitative in nature, followed by a discussion on
compressive or tensile stresses were calculated. As cooling how the various problems in the area can be analyzed. Because
commences, tensile stresses start appearing in the weld metal. of the vastness of the field, however, and due to length limita-
These stresses then build up to the residual stress pattern when tions, one particular case only has been singled out and analyzed
ambient temperature is reached. For self-equilibrating pur- in some detail. It consists of an investigation on the fracture
poses, compressive stresses exist in areas removed from the weld characteristics of weldments made of high-strength
centerline. Note in Fig. 16 the effect of phase transformation, quenched-and-tempered steels.
causing a sudden decrease in the tensile stresses. Finally, and in accordance with the general philosophy of

Summarizing, it can be said that the finite-clement model always testing the predictive capabilities of any analysis, the
(leveloped based on ADINA modified for phase transformation analytical results are compared with data obtained during a
effects captures most of the important aspects of the welding series of experiments.

0O08 TOP SuRFACE
15 24 mm (exp)

1636mm(anal)

'Z 11 38min (anal)

CI 0
> 0 5 '0 20 50 0
>- 4 .. -- - --

- - TIME

00a- 0

Fig. 15 rransverse transient strains on plate's top surface (experiment and analysis; first welding
pass)
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Effects of residual stresses

Besides the basic issues of structural and material strenth, ,,50
several additional factors have to be taken into account when
one wishes to analyze the service behavior of a welded structure. 150 1000

One of the most important of these factors is the presence of RESIDUAL STRESS
residual stresses due to welding.

Unfortunately, there are no general rules that can guide the 0- 750

I designer of a welded structure in the determination of the ef-
fects these residual stresses will have on the reliability of the 500
structure. This is mainly due to the fact that these effects can
be very complex in nature. Furthermore, and depending on 50 -
the nature of the structural or material characteristic one is 40 s..- a 2---0. 250
interested in, controversial opinions might be found in the -- -"
available literature regarding the true effect the residual stresses c c---

IF have. o 0,-/0"In this section an ef fort will be made to brief ly discuss some , \

aspects of the consequences of residual stresses on the service z -2"0

behavior of welded structures in a more or less qualitative t -50 /
manner. This discussion will thus lead to the more specific z , \ . / -o
analysis of the fracture characterization of weldments. o /

-100 I0 secl

Brittle fracture ' set
It is widely known that to avoid brittle fracture in a welded I /\\

structure, the material must have adequate notch toughness. - so0i ' -1000

Differently stated, and using concepts from the fracture me-
chanics theory I I], unstable fracture occurs when stresses are
applied to a structure containing a crack longer than a given F
value (critical crack length). For low-carbon steel this critical
crack is several inches long at the yield stress. Brittle fractures Fig. 16 Longitudinal stress distribution at several time instances (first
in welded structures have been observed to originate, however, welding pass)
from relatively short cracks and under an overall stress equal
to about one-third of the material yield strength.

These catastrophic failures of welded structures from sub- Buckling strength
critical cracks, called low applied-stress fractures, are due to
presence of high tensile residual stresses in areas where the It is generally known that residual compressive stresses de-
cracks are located. The crack can thus grow uncontrollably crease the buckling strength of a welded structure, as measured
even though the level of applied stress is low I I]. for example by the externally applied critical stress. This is true

for columns, plates, stiffened plate structures, spherical and
cylindrical shells 11,20,381.

Fatigue fracture

Only limited studies have been made on the analysis of the Methodologies for analyzing residual Etress
effects of residual stresses on the fatig~ie strength of welded effects

Istructures. This stems from the major difficulties that come
from the change in stress distributions around a crack as it grows In Part 1 of this paper, and in particular when discussing
due to the repeated loading, methods for predicting residual stresses, it was pointed out that,

Because of these and several other reasons I 11, our knowledge due to the complex nature of the problem and before the wide
of the relationship between residual stress and fatigue strength use of the electronic digital computer, most investigations in
is confused An observation that has been reported by several the area were done experimentally. This statement is even
investigators, although not conclusive, is that the fatigue more true in the case of analyzing the effects of residual stresses
strength of welded specimens seems to increase when com- on the service behavior of welded structures.
pressive residual stresses exist in regions near the surface of a Very few analytical studies have actually been performed
plate. It should be pointed out, however, that the fatigue in the area. Moreover, these studies appear to be rather isolated
strength depends greatly on the condition of the surface; the attempts at addressing the various problems. A more sys-
effect of residual stress is thus secondary and is overshadowed tematic effort has been followed by M.I.T. investigators aimed
by such major factors as weld geometry and surface irregular- at providing designers of ships and other welded structures with
ities I. tools capable of aiding in the reliability assessment of these

struchires.
The methods used by M.I.T. investigators are both analytical

Stress-corrosion cracking and hydrogen and numerical. The former ones can be used whenever a
embrittlement rougher estimate of the residual stress effects is desirable,

As previously mentioned, residual stresses significantly affect whereas numerical techniques, such as the finite-element
those phenomena that occur under a low applied stress. Since method, should be used when more detailed and accurate es-
stress-corrosion cracking and hydrogen-induced cracking of timates are required or when the problem is too complex to
a weldment has been observed to occur without any external analyze otherwise.
loading, it can be concluded that residual stresses, especially the Examples of cases that have already been studied using ant-
high tensile residual stresses, do significantly affect these phe- alytical techniques include the corrugation damage of ship
nomena, leading to catastrophic failures II1. bottom plating 120], the effect of residual stresses on the buck-
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Inch ) metal and welding electrodes through tests on various restrained
welded specimens. The results of these tests are used on a "go"
or "no go" basis, which means that when the restrained joint

15. can be welded successfully without cracking, then the material
O Band the welding procedures used in the test can also be used

G0ROOVE 6successfully during actual construction. Very little effort has
.3. been done to obtain quantitative information on the fracture

potential of such weldments.
A study was thus undertaken at M.I.T. to investigate the ef-

5 fects of residual stresses on some of the fracture characteristics
INSTRUMENTATION of welded structures, especially those made of high-strength

AREA quenched-and-tempered steels [31. The methodology used andI I_ L, some results obtained in this study are reported next, serving
-4.5 -1 U-.-15-. as a case study of how one can analyze the effects of residual

8 12. or 18 stresses on the service behavior of a welded structure.~30

Fracture experiments
GROOVE DETAILS As previously mentioned, one's confidence in the predictive

capabilities of any analysis can grow only if the analytical results
° correlate with experimentally obtained data in a satisfactory

I -t 'I/ manner. For this reason a series of experiments was performed
L . At -. /z and later analyzed as discussed in the next subsection.

i/,*-4 . K 0 to 1/ 16 Figure 17 shows the typical configuration of the simple re-

strained specimens used in the experimental program. A total
60% of eight similar specimens was used as detailed in Table 4.

Welding was performed using the GMAW process accordingAN O t U.S.Navy specifications.

* to /m t= Both temperature changes and transient strains were mea-

/I' = sured during the welding operation using thermocouples and
'I/s.-.. k- electric resistance strain gages, respectively, at preselected lo-

Fig. 17 Configuration of simple restrained specimens cations. The joint transverse shrinkage was also measured after
each welding pass using a clip gage. Results of these mea-
surements, which are not of interest in the present discussion.

r ling strength of welded plates 1381, the systems analysis ap- can be found in [3,4,491.
proach to the fatigue crack growth of surface and embedded After the completion of welding, the crack-opening dis-
transverse cracks in a butt weld in the pressure hull of a deep placement (COD) was measured in all specimens. It should
submersible I 11, and others. be noted that the COD concept can be used instead of the

On the other hand, the more sophisticated numerical tech- stress-intensity factor since both can provide similar information
niques have been used, for example, in the fracture analysis on regarding the fracture characteristics of a weldment.
weldments. This analysis will be the topic of the next sec- The COD was recorded while a notch, inserted in a directioii
tion. parallel to the weld (x-direction) and located on the weld cen-

terline, was continuously propagating in the specimen's
thickness direction. No external stresses were applied during

Fracture analysis of weldments: a case study this process; the only stresses present were the residual stresses
The pursuit of improved technology for designing high- due to welding. Under such conditions the crack would

performance marine vessels has led to the use of new materials propagate through zones of relatively constant fracture
having high strength-to-weight ratios, as is the case with the toughness (that of the weld metal) under the influence of high
HIY-80 steel used in present day U.S. Navy applications or the values of transverse residual stresses, a(, which can be consid-

* even more advanced HY-130 steel. ered to be independent of x in the central portion of the spec-
Unfortunately, however, these high-strength steels can be imen.

susceptible to catastrophic failures in the presence of small Notches were made with 0.8-mm-thick (/32 in.), 15.25-
flaws, making the initiation and propagation of cracks in the cm-diameter (6 in.) circular blade saws. The saw tips were
presence of residual stress fields of the utmost concern. Pres- ground to a 90-deg angle so that a sharp notch tip could be
ently the U.S. Navy evaluates the cracking sensitivity of the base obtained. The COD was measured using a specially designed

clip gage with four Type SP-1,3,3-20-T5 semiconductor strain

Table 4 Parameters of specimens for fracture experiments gages bonded on its spring steel arms. To improve accuracy
and sensitivity of measurements, all four strain gages were ac-

Specimen rvpe o Thickness B K, tive in the Wheatstone bridge arrangement.
Number Steei mm (in.) mm (in.) MPa/mmi) Results-Curves of (.OD versus notch depth were obtained

for all specimens tested. The relevant curves for two HY-130
I SAE 1020 12.7 1/2) 3105 112) 32.5 specimens (Nos. 6 and 7 in Table 4) are reproduced here in Fig.
2 SAE 1020 25.4 11) 457 (18) 34.,
3 SAE 1020 25.4 (1) :105 (12) 65.1
4 SAE 1020 50.8 (2i .157 (18) 698.) It is interesting to mention that the relatively high values of
5 SAE 1020 50..8 12) 205 (12) 130.2 COD shown were obtained with no applied external stresses.
6 H Y- 130 22.2 (7/8) 457 (18) 29.8 Furthermore, the nonlinear character of the curves signifit- the
7 HY-130 22.2 7/8) :305 (12) 56.9 presence of a complex through-thickness residual stress ,istri-
8 HY-130 50.8 (2) 305 (12) 130.2 butioni
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Numerical analysis o(nm m)
4 a 12 16 20

joint degree of constraint -As a first step towards analyzing 25 1 0.6
the fracture experiments on the simple restrained specimens,
the joint degree of constraint has to be calculated. This is de- - CALCULATED
fined by 20 EXPERIMENTAL 0.5

K. = ao/b _ / 0.4i

where ao is a tensile stress uniformly distributed along the joint '? 0.3go 0

and 6 is the joint transverse dispacement (for complex joints an -
average value is used). K, is a kind of spring constant of the a0
structure. Its value can thus be assigned to a number of linear 0
springs which model the restraint imposed on the central part 5- 01
of the structure by the surrounding material.

The degrees of constraint for all the specimens were calcu-
lated using a simple linear elastic finite-element analysis [3]. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 08 7/8
The results are given in Table 4. a (in)

Estimation of residual stress field-The fracture experi-
ments were performed in the absence of any externally applied a (mm)

stresses; the only stresses present were the residual stresses due 30 4 8 12 16 2030/ 1

to welding. To successfully analyze these experiments using I-0.
linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), therefore, it is nec- - CALCULATED
essary to know the residual stress field, and in particular the ---EXPERIMENTAL6
residual stresses perpendicular to the crack surfaces, a. - 0.

One way of calculating these residual stresses is through the .
thermal-elastic-plastic finite-element analysis outlined in Part In E

1 -0.4
1 of this paper. Such an analysis, however, of all eight speci- 2 g
mens would be prohibitively expensive. Instead, a simplified -0.3approximate approach was used for determining the surface 0 IO_

U 0.2

and through-thickness distribution of transverse residual_0.2
stresses. -0.

This approximate method is based on the fact that the COD
measured during the fracture experiment was due to the elastic ..... . .. 0

release of the residual stresses present around the notch. Thus 0.a 0.2 0.3 0.40in5 0.6 0.7 0.8 78
by applying the superposition principle the distribution of the FIg 18 FEM and experimental COD versus a results (Specimens 6
transverse residual stresses can be obtained by finding the stress Fand 7
which if applied on the notch surface would result in the same
COD values as the experimental ones 131.

A finite-element code, utilizing several subroutines of the
finite-element program FEABL 1501. was developed to im- The hybrid crack element was used in conjunction with
plement the method. FEABL to perform a linear finite-element fracture analysis of

Figure 19 shows the finite-element mesh used, where only the experiments described earlier.
triangular and quadrilateral assumed displacement elements Figure 21 shows the finite-element mesh used in the analysis,

I were used. From symmetry considerations only one-half of Only the central part of a specimen is represented in the mesh;
each specimen was,'onsidered; the restraint was simulated by a series of springs applied on both sides of the mesh simulates
t-quivalent elastic springs, the restraint the rest of the specimen exhibits on this central

The notch depth increase was simulated by 16 incremental portion of the plate.
steps, each equal to l/1 of the plate's thickness. Steps 1 and 10 The crack growth was simulated by two ways: first, by in-
are shown in Fig 19. in each step the nodal force distribution creasing the size of the crack in the hybrid crack element
that would give the same COD as the experimentally obtained without changing the rest of the mesh; and second, by moving
one was calculated iteratively using the method of false posi- the hybrid crack element deep into the mesh, something that
tion required changes in the position of some of the other elements,

Figure 2(0 shw%,, the calculated through-thickness residual increases in the number of nodes, and a renumbering of ap-
stress (listributionr. rr, I r two HY- 130 specimens (Nos. 6 and proximately half of the nodes in the mesh. The crack growth
7). was done automatically by the program in increments of '/]j

Calculation of stress-intensity factor-To calculate the of the plate thickness, t, from 1'16t to 14/ist. Figure 22 presents
stress-intensit, factor for the specimens used in the fracture schematically several of these crack growth steps.
experiments a linear elastic finite-element analysis was per- Equivalent nodal forces and distributed stresses on the crack
formed. Instead of using standard finite elements, however, surface were determined and prescribed automatically by the
something that would fequire up to 1500 degrees of freedom program at each step.
to obtain reasonable accuracy, a hybrid crack element was Numerical results of the Mode I stress-intensity factor, KI,
developed enabling one to simulate the crack growth in a much obtained by the finite-element analysis, are presented in Fig.
rore inexpensive way The element developedt is an extension 23 for Specimens 6 and 7, where Ki is plotted versus the crack
of the one propolsed I)y Tong et al [511. It introduces stresses depth, a.
on the crack surface to simulate the residual stress field, whereas It is interesting to note the nonlinear character of the curves,
the original element assumed streis-free crack surfaces. Details which usually show high values of KI for cracks with depths
on the development of this element are not included here. The equal to about one quarter of the plate's thickness; some of the
interested reader is referred to 1:3.4 1, curves even show negative values for KI.
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Fig. 19 Finite-element mesh used for the approximate calculation 1 i/8
of the through-thickness residual stress distribution
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. Fig. 20 Through-thickness distribution of transverse residual stress,
The calculated values of the crack-opening displacement at CT, (Specimens 6 and 7)

a distance 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) from the crack centerline are
compared with the experimentally obtained ones in Fig. 18 for
the same specimens. Close agreement between the two is ob- Summary, conclusions and future possibilities
served for the case of small cracks. The divergence between This paper presents computer-aided methodologies for
the numerical and experimental curves observed for longer solving the problems of predicting residual stresses due to
cracks is probably due to three-dimensional effects as the crack welding and of analyzing their consequences on the service
grows deeper. behavior of welded structures. These methodologies represent

I -.7FT 9 -
-11 / 21 2I 3 IV"

Ol665 6067 73 8140 5 1 2 97

37 42 64

Fig. 21 Finite-element mesh used for analysis of fracture experiments
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Fig. 22 Schematic representation of crack growth process

the efforts of M.I.T. investigators over a period of more than description of all the methods that can be used for analyzing
ten years in this area and can be thought of as the state of the the various problems encountered. For this reason, after a brief
art on a subject that is very complex but at the same time very qualitative general discussion, the emphasis of Part 2 is placed
important for the naval architectural community. on a particular subject, that of the quantitative characterization

Part I of the paper discusses the subject of residual stress of the fracture of welded high-strength quenched-and-tem-
prediction. General information is first presented, including pered steels. A linear elastic fracture mechanics analysis using
how residual stresses can be classified, how they are formed the finite-element method is first developed. Its predictions
during the welding operation, and which are the physical
mechanisms that should be accounted for in any accurate
analysis capable of predicting them. This is followed by a o(mm)
historical overview of the different methodologies developed 4 8 12 16 20
for their analysis. It is concluded that the most accurate 5 1 1 1 5
analysis is the one based on the simulation of the whole welding 50
operation using a computer. 40- /40

The welding simulation consists of first calculating the
temporal and spatial temperature distributions resulting from

r. 300
the application of the intense welding heat source, and subse- .300
quently of using this information as one of the inputs in a o•-
thermal-elastic-plastic stress analysis. Both analytical and 20 20
numerical methods for performing each of these two steps are
presented. These are then investigated with respect to theirpredictive capabilities and their limitations by comparing re- 10 I0
sults from sample analyses with experimentally obtained
data. 0

It is concluded that closed-form analytical solutions and 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.5
simple numerical ones (that is, the one-dimensional computer a (in)
program) can be used with reasonable degree of confidence in a (M)
the analysis of thin plates welded by conventional processes (for 4 8 12 16
example, GMAW, GTAW) and in the analysis of medium- 150 ' ' I

thickness plates welded by high-energy-density processes (for 150

example, electron beam and laser). On the other hand, if high
accuracy is required (that is, when fabricating critical structures 100- 00
such as deep-sea submersibles) or when analysis of thick o
structures is desired, the only currently available technique that [:
can be used is a numerical one based on the finite-element 5o 5o
method. 50

Following completed discussion of the problem of residual ,,e'
stress prediction, Part 2 of the paper concentrates on the con-
sequences residual stresses have on the service behavior of
welded structures. This is a very important problem since it
is well known that residual stresses adversely affect, among -50 -50
others, the brittle fracture, fatigue life, buckling, stress corrosion 00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 5 0.6 0.7 0.5 7/8
cracking, and hydrogen embrittlement characteristics of olin)
weldments. Fig. 23 Stress intensity factor versus crack depth

The vastness of this subject area does not allow for a detailed (Specimens 6 and 7)
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are then compared with experimentally obtained data. 3 Gon~alves. E., "FractIure Aniabsis of Welded Strudutrtes," Phi.D.
A major conclusion can be drawn from the discussion pre- Thesis. Department of Ocean Engineering, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mass.,

sented in this paper. Among the various disciplines in naval May 1981.
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and dynamics, the technology of welding fabrication has long Teehnical Progress Report to ONR under Contract N(X)0fl4-75-C-0469.
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d.= ko. x,-' (hi + h2) 61 = X1. - (Xv) 2

eK kf2.x 2 + h.-Jh2 I

h2. + s +( ko hi and h2 the heat-transfer coefficients at the top and bottom

- cos(w,H) surfaces of the plate, respectively; H the plate thickness; Jo(x)
h2 I. and JI(x) the Bessel functions of first kind and of zero and first

Smn = Xm k0 - ," + k sin(w,,H) order, respectively; Io(z) and II(x) the modified Bessel functions
k .) of first kind and of zero and first order, respectively; and Ko(x)

W- =to + (X v)2 and K i(x) the modified Bessel functions of second kind and of
zero and first order, respectively. All other variables have been

(ko - h)- tan(wH) = ko (h1 + h2) previously defined.
A computer program has been written in the FORTRAN IV

Jo(6 = h) 0, n 1,2,3,.. language to perform the necessary calculations.
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